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INTRODUCTION

Limeburning in the Peak

The study of the archaeology of the historically important practice of limeburning is still
in its infancy in the Peak District, although important analysis of aspects of its history

and place in the Industrial Revolution have been undertaken (Jackson 1950; Leach

1992b; 1996a) and there are more general texts on limeburning (Gardner and Garner

I 957; Williams 1 989; Williamson 2002, 120-25) .

On the large limestone plateau at the heart of the Peak lime has been easily obtained

by burning limestone in kilns and has been used for a variety of purposes; this resource

has been exploited extensively over several centuries and it is a practice that has

continued into modern times. Traditionally lime has been used in mortar and plaster for
building, and has been applied on fields, where it was used in two ways. In large

quantities it was useful to defoliate moorland vegetation when an area of land was to be

first improved from waste. In smaller quantities its application as a fertiliser which

counters acidic soils is one of the main traditional ways of improving the grazingcapacity

of pasture. From the I 6th century onwards, the use of lime as a fertiliser was increasingly

advocated, while the trend to enclose and improve 'waste', started in later medieval

times, reached its climax in the 18th and early lgth century. Building in stone, with a

concomitant use of mortar, became common in the Peak District from the lTth century.

In post-medieval times, from the 18th century onwards, lime has also been used

increasingly for industrial purposes, for example in bleaching and in a variety of chemical

processes.
In the Peak District, and in limestone areas elsewhere, a basic distinction can be made

between agricultural kilns built on individual farms to produce lime for their own fields

and commercial kilns built to supply good quality lime to customers over a wider area

(although they also sold impure lime and lime ashes to local farmers at a reduced price).

Commercial kilns are often sited with several in one location andf or are significantly

larger structures.
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From an archaeological perspective, one of the primary identifying differences between
agricultural and commercial kilns is that in the former both lime and kiln waste were
often spread on the fields, whereas at commercial kilns a purer product was desired and
thus waste heaps are often present at the kiln site.

Agricultural kilns are found in their hundreds across the Peak's limestone plateau and
they also occur in a few cases on the gritstone and shale land beyond. Usually they are
found singly and were built by (or for) individual farmers for their own use. Their
distribution and number suggests that normally the lime they produced was spread on
the fields in the immediate vicinity of the kiln. A variety of forms are found. Most
common is the small kiln in a circular mound, often referred to locally as a'pudding pie'
and used intermittently for single firings. A variation on this is the oval-shaped clamp or
pye kiln, usually with two or three drafting holes, fashionable in the region in the late
l8th and early 19th centuries (Leach 1995). The frequent small size of accompanying
quarries at both these types of kiln suggests that more often than not each was only used
for a small number of firings. In the l9th century small but usually higher kilns with
masonry faces to the front and sides were also used on a minority of larger farms. While
lime was used from early dates, for lime mortar in local buildings from the Roman period
onwards, and for agriculture probably from medieval times, it is suspected that the vast
majority of surviving field kilns in the Peak District date to the second half of the l8th
and first half of the l9th centuries. They were mostly built in association with the
enclosure of large areas of wastes and commons, and because of a general interest in
improvement at this time. Field kilns will not be considered further in this paper.

Early commercial kilns in the region, of lTth and l8th century date, are probably
better described as proto-industrial rather than industrial kilns (Johnson 1996). They are
normally circular, of the'pudding pie'type, although in late examples they are larger and
higher than those normally found on farms. These, which are termed here 'earthen sale-
kilns', are characterised by:
. Usually being found in groups, rather than singly as is the norm on farms.
o Being placed at the edges of shallow quarries, usually no more than 5m deep.
o Normally having waste heaps downslope of the drafting/drawing holes.
Farey, writing about the region in the early l9th century, referred to them as 'sale-

kilns' (Farey 1813, 414-15), distinguishing them from private kilns situated on farms,
noting they were 'places where Lime is burnt und sold to the Farmers and others of the
County'.

These 'proto-industrial' kiln complexes with 'earthen sale-kilns' in some cases were
started in the mid 17th century at latest, as at Grin Hill south of Buxton and at Dove
Holes to the north (Leach 1992b; 1996a). However, as research documented below
shows, they probably became larger, more numerous and of greater importance in the
l8th century. Their use declined in the first half of the l9th century as differently designed
kilns were adopted. Early examples of the new kiln types, which appear to have been first
developed in the second half of the l8th century (Williams 1989), were also referred to
as sale-kilns by Farey. They normally comprised tall vertical masonry kilns, either as
single kilns or in banks with impressive walled faces and deep and often large quarries
behind. Later, still more impressive industrial structures such as Hoffman Kilns were
also used in the Peak, for example at Harpur Hill and Dow Low south of Buxton (Harris
l97l,plate 53; Langham and Wells 1993, plate 159).
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The distribution of surviving oearthen sale-kilns' in the Peak District is very restricted
compared with farm kilns. Those known, as detailed below, are (with one known
exception) confined to a narrow band close to the north-western edge of the plateau,

centred on Buxton, Dove Holes and Peak Forest (Fig. l3). This distribution is explained

by the need to import coal for burning the lime; unlike most parts of the limestone

plateau, there were convenient sources nearby. These lay to the west around Axe Edge

and Goyt's Moss (Roberts and Leach 1985; Leach 1996b; Barnatt and Leach 1997), on

Combs Moss (Barnafi 1995) and around Whaley Bridge (Leach 1992a). These kilns

were also conveniently placed for supplying lime to the burgeoning industrial region

centred on Manchester that needed both large quantities of chemicals for various
industrial processes and lime mortar for building the growing towns and cities in this
area.

The supply of 'sale-kiln' lime by packhorses for agricultural purposes over an extensive

area, including north-western Derbyshire, northern Staffordshire and eastern Cheshire,

is documented through the l8th century (Leach 1996a,102-8) and may well have started

earlier with the first creation of kiln-complexes at the north-western edge of the plateau.

From the 1720s to 50s onwards the movement of lime and coal was facilitated by the

building of turnpike roads in this part of the Peak (Radley and Penny 1972;Dodd and

Dodd 1980; Roberts 1992;Leachl992b). The kilns also supplied local markets, the lime
primarily used for agricultural purposes, with a significant proportion of farmers in the

vicinity choosing to purchase lime rather than burn their own. Some lime no doubt was

also used for local building.
In the l Tth and I 8th centuries some 'sale-kiln' production is also documented in other

parts of the Peak District (Leach 1996a,104), as for example in the northern part of the

limestone plateau at Bradwell in the mid lTth century, and Stoney Middleton and Calver
in the mid lSth century. Further south, at Ashover, a number of 'sale-kilns' were

recorded in the l8th century. To date, no surviving limeburning complexes have been

identified at the places mentioned (or elsewhere) comparable to those to the north-west,
with the exception of several kilns at Cauldon Low in Staffordshire at the south-western

edge of the limestone plateau. This site was also exceptional in that there were nearby

coal sources and in 1777 the quarries here were connected to the canal network. In the

late 1Sth century they became the main lime supplier for north Staffordshire (Currie

1979). However, the Cauldon Low kilns never rose to the eminence of those in the

Buxton/Peak Forest area as there was not the same level of industrial demand and urban
expansion within their hinterland. One possible explanation for the lack of archaeological
remains at most of the documented sites noted above is that the original quarries and

kilns have been subsumed by lgth and 20th century deep quarries. Alternatively, in some

of the lSth century examples, the kilns may have been early examples of vertical masonry

kilns rather than of the traditional 'earthen sale-kilns'. Limeburning away from the

Buxton/Peak Forest and Cauldon Low areas may not have been anything like as

extensive, as most known sites are not as advantageously placed in relation to coal

outcrops, although small collieries did exist at a greater distance on the East Moors, as

at Stanage, Baslow and Beeley, and at numerous places further east in the coal measure

foothills (Farey 1811, 188-215; Barnatt and Smith 1997,fig.61; Barnatt l99l; 1998;

2000b; Lund 1998). These kiln sites presumably had local agricultural markets and there

was an industrial need for lime in places like Sheffield and Chesterfield, although this
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could alternatively be met from the Magnesian Limestone ridge further to the east and
transported without having to negotiate the Peak District's East Moors.

The authors are not aware of examples of groups of oearthen sale-kilns' outside the
Peak District. It remains to be seen whether they are restricted to the region or whether
they are an unappreciated aspect of the proto-industrial heritage of other limeburning
areas.

Returning to the north-western area of the Peak District, the grain of the industrial
landscape was changed irrevocably around the turn of the l9th century with the building
of the Peak Forest Canal and Tramway in 1794-1807 (Hodgkins 1987; Ripley 1989),
and later further modified by both the Cromford and High Peak Railway finished in
l83l (Rimmer 1985) and the railway to Buxton from the north, built by the Stockport,
Disley and Whaley Bridge Railway in 1863. These allowed the easy bulk transport of raw
materials to the industrial north-west. At first the trend was for limestone to be
transported and lime produced alongside the canal, as for example in kilns at Buxworth
and Marple (Farey 1813, 415-33; Hodgkins 1987; Ripley 1989, 68). These comprised
banks of vertical masonry kilns rather than the traditional 'earthen sale-kilns'. The latter
had a design most suited for use at the limestone source; each had a relatively short life
and was replaced by new kilns nearer the shallow quarry face as it migrated across the
landscape. In the first decades of the l9th century the use of these traditional kilns
declined markedly and had probably ceased altogether by 1860. By this time lime
production in the Peak had taken on a new lease of life with the building of large vertical
masonry kilns, sometimes in banks, at several locations alongside or near the Peak Forest
Tramway near Dove Holes and Small Dale (Ordnance Survey 1840; Hodgkins 1987;

Peak Dale Local History Group 1989; Leach 1992b); deep quarries developed to provide
the limestone to be burnt. The first kilns of this type to be built at Grin Hill were erected
in 1858 and these replaced what may well have been the last traditional'earthen sale-
kilns' in use in the region (Leach 1996a). Similar masonry kilns also existed at Harper
Hill by this date, erected near one end of the'earthen sale-kiln'complex at Thirkelow.

By the late l9th century industrial lime production was very different in scale and
character to that a century before. Large, deep quarries were common in the traditional
limeburning areas at Dove Holes/Peak Dale, Grin Hill and Harper Hill, and also at
Hindlow/Brier Low a little further to the south-east (Harris l97l; Peak Dale Local
History Group 1989; Leach 1992b;1996a). A new areato be exploited was alongside the
River Wye at Millers Dale, which became viable after the development of the Midland
Railway line here in the 1860s, linking Manchester with Derby. In contrast, the Peak
Forest area under study in this paper had long ceased production, as the transport
infrastructure was never adequately developed to keep pace with the advantages given
by tramways/railways to other nearby locations. All the developments from the mid l9th
century onwards, as just outlined, are beyond the scope of this paper and are not
discussed further below.

Surveying the Peak Forest Limekilns

The primary purpose of this paper is to describe in detail one early commercial
limeburning complex, at Peak Forest, in the north-western part of the Peak's limestone
plateau. It will also review briefly other similar archaeological sites in the vicinity and
thus place the Peak Forest limeburning complex in context.
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Previously, only one large complex, at Grin Hill near Buxton, has been published in
any depth; here the emphasis was more on its history rather than a detailed appraisal of
its archaeology (Leach 1996a), although it did include sketch plots of the distribution of
the main features by one of the current authors (JB). The study of the Peak Forest

complex was undertaken to complement the work at Grin Hill, as a second example of
this as yet inadequately archaeologically recorded but important Peak District industry.
A second aim was to provide a record of the site in order that this could inform any

future conservation initiatives that may arise.

While Grin Hill was the largest early limeburning complex in the region and it has

good surviving historical documentation, the surviving archaeological remains, which
are truncated by later quarrying, are rivalled by two other sites. That at Dove Holes has

an equally long history to Grin Hill but it is difficult to study having been partly
destroyed by later quarrying, housing and roads. The other, at Peak Forest, in contrast,
is largely intact, as it never developed as a later quarrying centre. It has not been built
over, and the only agricultural improvement to date has been recent nibbling away of
features around its edges. These three locations have some of the most impressive

'industrial archaeological' sites in the region; there is no archaeological evidence or
historical documentation to suggest that further limeburning complexes at this scale ever

existed in the area. For the reasons outlined above, and because its location within the
National Park facilitated funding, the Peak Forest complex was the one chosen for study.

Three large limeburning centres with 'earthen sale-kilns' are complemented by several

smaller sites in the same general vicinity, ranging from complexes of moderate size near

Eldon Hill, Bee Low and Thirkelow, to others that failed andf or were short-lived such as

those at Higher Bibbington and Tideswell Moor each with only one or two kilns. As part
of a general assessment to contextualise the Peak Forest kilns, one of the authors (JB)

has visited most of the limeburning sites in the area, often accompanied by local historian
Chris Heathcote, to make a rapid provisional assessment of their character and date

(Table 6). These sites remain inadequately recorded, although the north-westernmost
examples, which are within the National Park lying on Rowter and Perrydale Farms,

have had preliminary sketch surveys made as part of farm audits for agri-environment
scheme assessments (Bevan and Sidebottom 1995; Ullathorne 2001). In 1998 a rapid
examination of part of the Peak Forest limeburning complex was similarly made for an

agri-environment scheme (Taylor 1 998 ).
In 1999, realising the need for a fuller assessment of the site, and being aware of minor

damage being sustained at this time, the Peak District National Park Authority funded

one of the authors (AD) to carry out a rapid survey of the complex. This comprised

detailed sketch plotting of all features in the field, using a series of metrically determined

control points as guides and aerial photographs to facilitate the depiction of shape and

extent of features. An unpublished report, which includes plans, a written catalogue

compiled from field notes and interpretative comment, was submitted as part of
coursework for an MA in Landscape Archaeology at the Department of Archaeology

and Prehistory, University of Sheffield (Dickson 1999). The other author (JB), in his

capacity as the National Park Authority's Senior Survey Archaeologist, advised on

survey methodology and aspects of interpretation. More recently the authors have

combined forces for this paper, to bring together detailed knowledge of the Peak Forest

complex (AD), with more general knowledge of limeburning in the area and its
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interpretation (JB). A detailed appraisal of documentary sources has also been
undertaken by the latter author.

The study reported here, started out to be primarily an analysis of a survey of a

complex series of archaeological earthworks, as a demonstration of how much could be
learned from detailed observation of physical form and relationships. However, later it
was complemented by assessment of available historical documentation and it is hoped
that the benefits of combining both approaches is apparent in this paper.

THE PEAK FOREST LIMEKILN COMPLEX:
THE EARTHWORK REMAINS

A Place to Quarry Limestone

The limekilns and their associated quarries and waste heaps at the Peak Forest complex
cover just over one square kilometre of ground. They are distributed in irregular clusters
strung out south-east/north-west to either side of the l75l turnpike road (the A623)
from Peak Forest to Chapel en le Frith (Fig. l). The site centres at about l.7km north-
west of Peak Forest village, at the edge of a shallow and undulating upland basin with
the village at its centre, the latter at the head ofa long dry valley running 6.5km east of
south to the Wye gorge. To the south-west of the main road the quarries are dug into the
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Fig. l: The location of the Peak Forest limekiln complex
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Plate l: The north-eastern quadrant of the Peak Forest limekiln complex from the air,
photographed obliquely from the south (copyright English Heritage)

end of a ridge, Haddock Low (a corruption of Harratt), which rises to 409m OD, while
to the south-east the quarries cut the side of a lower shelf. To the north of the road they
are located on relatively flat ground lying to the east, at about 340m OD, or to the west
cut into the sides of a low ridge. This is at the watershed between the Peak Forest basin
and land dropping north-westwards to the boundary of the limestone plateau at
Sparrowpit. This boundary lies between 0.2km from the nearest and l.8km from the
furthest kilns in the complex.

The quarries are dug into Carboniferous Limestone of the Bee Low Formation, which
is particularly favoured for its purity (Harrison and Mcl.Adlam 1985). Much of the
north-western part of the limestone plateau comprises this particular limestone and all
early limeburning complexes exploit it, with the exception of part of that at Dove Holes.

The Survey Methodology

The rapid survey of the Peak Forest limekiln complex was executed on fieldsheets at
l:1,000 and there were three stages involved. The first comprised plotting information
from oblique aerial photographs taken in 1998 by the then RCHME (NMR 17196)
(Plate l). To plot the complex suite of features rapidly, while countering inherent
distortions in the oblique air photographs, a series of flxed points within each field were
created. These allowed the complex series of interconnected features to be subdivided
into a series of manageable units. The fixed points were carefully transcribed to maps
using a network system tied to field corners and standing buildings. Each of these points
was placed at a readily identified kiln pot (firing chamber).
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The second stage of survey was field based and involved the metrical plotting of each

kiln point. Their plotted positions were checked and where necessary adjusted on the
plan.

The third stage comprised sketch plotting of other detail such as kiln, quarry and
waste heap edges, using measuring tapes as an aid to sketching their positions. Brief field
notes were also made regarding the character of each feature and its stratigraphic and
functional relationships with surrounding earthworks. Livestock scrapes and rabbit
burrows were useful in identifying kiln waste, acting as a cross check against the form of
mounds, which in itself was often sufficient to characterise them.

Post-survey work included the use of the National Park Authority's Archaeology
Service collection of historic map copies. As the Dukes of Devonshire had control of
Peak Forest in the 18th and l9th centuries, the archives at Chatsworth House were

appraised in detail. The catalogues at Derbyshire Record Office and Sheffield Archives
were also consulted in a search for further pertinent material.

The rapid surveys of Eldon Hill West and Perrydale (Fig. I I ) were sketched plotted at

l:2,500 by one of the authors (JB) after initial assessment of vertical air photographs
(Ullathorne 2001). Because of the speed at which agri-environment audits need to be

done, these surveys were carried out without the benefit of metrical checking.

The Limekiln Complex Described

Here the remains within the complex are described, while most interpretative comment is

reserved until the historical documentation has also been reviewed. This section

concentrates on general descriptions; details of each kiln are given in Appendix l.
The complex is most easily detailed in four quadrants, as the main road cuts through

the centre of the site roughly east/west, while to either side of this changes in topography
and gaps between kiln areas split the site north/south. One further kiln to the north-west,
two fields away from one of the main kiln concentrations, had not been identifled at the

time of survey; this, possibly together with a kiln without waste heap further west, can be

considered as outliers of the complex but are not considered further in this section as

they were not surveyed. They are listed below in the section on other kiln complexes in
the region as the Gautries Hill kilns.

The kilns and their quarries are described first, followed by sections on ash-houses,

roads and trackways, and other archaeological features. There are frequent indicators of
relative chronology provided by kilns built over earlier quarry edges and similar
relationships; these allow a detailed analysis of the development of the complex through
time, details of which are again given later in the paper, but with basic observations
outlined here.

Kilns and Quarries: To save unnecessary repetition, general observations are made first;
exceptions will then be detailed under the descriptions of each quadrant. There is a
general trend for kiln-mounds and quarries to become larger through time. Another
characteristic of some of the latest kilns is that the spacing between them is significantly
greater, sometimes resulting in unquarried spaces left between each. This may perhaps

show a degree of forward planning not seen before, where suites of kilns were laid out
together, rather than a simpler arrangement where one kiln replaced the last as quarrying
progressed. Alternatively, such planning may have happened earlier but is less obvious
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Fig. 2: The distribution of kilns and quarry faces in the Peak Forest limekiln complex.

as all stone between kilns was removed. However, later kilns have further indicators of
developed design and planned exploitation, notably the common employment of
carefully-made access trackways and the occasional building of what appear to be double
pots and the use of tramways in the quarries.

The quarries are normally only shallow, but they spread over broad areas, frequently
running contiguously from kiln to kiln. The delves are mostly between 2 and 5m deep

and they are often placed on sloping land with the result that as work proceeded upslope
quarry faces related to each kiln were left as a series of steps (Fig. 2). This allows details
of the chronological sequence to be unravelled. One advantage of choosing sloping land
to quarry and working it upslope of the kiln, is that kilns could be built with tops at a
level with, or downslope from, the quarry face, thus minimising the effort when loading
the kiln with stone through the top. In later kilns in particular, the quarries for each kiln
are often recognisably lobate in plan, with two or three working areas feeding one kiln.
It is unclear if these developed sequentially, or as seems more likely, they represent
separate working areas for different quarrymen or small gangs of quarry workers.

9a
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Plate 2: Kiln 78 in the north-eastern quadrant of the Peak Forest limekiln complex. A typical
earthen kiln, dug into the face of a pre-existing limeburning quarry, visible to either side

of the'drafting hollow'below the kiln mound.

The kilns, of which there are 129-138, have mounds that are consistently circular in
plan with a central hollow at the part-infilled circular kiln pot. The kiln mound can vary
in diameter from around lOm to 30m. The pot hollows are up to 4m deep but originally,
before collapse and/or infilling, were significantly deeper. Often, the pots were created

against or just upslope a pre-existing quarry face (Plate 2). In the majority of cases the

upper part ofthe pot and encasing mound rose upwards for about lm to 5m above the
adjacent surface. These mounds appear to be predominantly earthen in that they contain
little loose rock, but they can also contain some kiln waste and their lower parts probably
often partly comprise un-quarried bedrock. In a few late kilns their top is virtually flush
with the ground surface. In some cases there is a narrow raised causeway from quarry
base to kiln top, created as a barrow run for loading the kiln. Because of the siting at
redundant quarry edges, the kiln mounds look significantly higher and more impressive
from downslope. In most cases there is a hollow here at the site of a 'drafting hole' that
provided a through draft for the kiln to supplement overdrawing that would commonly
occur in this exposed and windy location. Whether lime was also removed from here is

debateable. [n many cases the kiln rim on the downslope side dips down, suggesting this
has probably been partly removed to facilitate emptying of the kiln from the top and

shovelling the contents to the downslope side for the separation from, and disposal of,
the waste; this is a documented practice at agricultural kilns of this type. Alternatively,
in some cases at least, the physical appearance of these dips could be interpreted as the

result of collapse of a timber-retained drafting or drawing tunnel from mound edge to
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pot. However, it is unclear whether it was viable for timber structures to be used in such

close proximity to the pot, as the heat produced may have been too intense unless the

burning zone was well above.
When the kilns were first analysed (Dickson 1999) three size ranges were identified on

the basis of pot diameter (at their top) and these were used to examine the issue of
chronological development. Here a different but more subjective method is used which
on experiment showed a closer correlation with other indicators of the relative
chronology of kilns. This is based on the overall diameter of the kiln mound and size of
the waste heap, and thus avoids problems with varying degrees of collapse of the top of
the kiln pot. For the purposes of the analyses given below two basic kiln-mound sizes are

identified - small and large; a medium-sized category is used only for kiln-mounds that
could be regarded as borderline between the two.

The kiln waste heaps are always located immediately downslope of the kiln-mound. In
later examples these are up to c. 50m across and 5m high. Commonly these are flat-
topped and in some examples there is evidence of heightening taking place by adding up
to about 0.5m of material close to the kiln-mound and then continuing to expand the
new level towards the edge of the heap. However, in many cases there is no evidence of
heaps being enlarged in this way and it may be that waste was gradually spread thinly
across the mound as a whole. In a number of examples the heap top is not flat but slopes

upwards from the kiln-mound to the heap's edge. This suggests more waste was created
than originally envisaged, but why an uphill slope was created rather than barrowing
waste to the mound edge and enlarging the diameter is not clear.

Kiln Typology.. At present there is no general agreement as to a nationally applicable set

of terms which should be used to describe different types of limekilns, Leach has recently
proposed a typological framework (Leach 1999), and an alternate model of limekiln
technological types has been developed by English Heritage for the Monument
Protection Programme (Trueman 2000). There are fundamental problems applying
typologies based on the known technological variations in limeburning methods used

and what can be determined from field observation without the benefit of detailed

excavation.
Some larger examples of the type of kiln found at the Peak Forest cc,mplex have

previously been termed by Leach as 'earthen running kilns' and 'large (running)
"pudding pie" kilns' (Leach 1996a, 116 2l).In the Peak District, kilns with circular
mounds generally have been known as 'pudding pie' kilns (elsewhere sod kilns), but this
term is not favoured here as it can apply both to sale-kilns with waste heaps and to farm
kilns without. In addition, oval clamp kilns used on farms are also known as pye kilns
(Leach 1995), which potentially could lead to further confusion. Thus, the term'earthen
sale-kiln' is adopted here for kilns of the type found at the Peak Forest complex. The
other basic form of sale-kiln of late I 8th century and early 1 9th century date, not found
at Peak Forest but relevant to discussions below, are high kilns with masonry faces. In
larger industrial contexts these are often found in banks, with several kiln pots included
in the structure; these are termed here'vertical masonry kilns'.

A distinction drawn between intermittent and continuous (sometimes termed running)
kilns is fundamental to understanding how specific kilns worked and were used. The

basic difference is that intermittent kilns had to be filled with limestone and coal, fired,
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left to cool and then emptied in a simple single-firing cycle. In contrast, continuous kilns,
which were commonly larger and taller, could be regularly fed at the top with limestone

and coal while the kiln was in the process of being fired. At the same time cooling
material moved down the pot and lime was removed once or twice a day at the base.

Such kilns only need to be cooled for the pots to be periodically relined.
While the small kilns at Peak Forest are almost certainly of intermittent type, given

their early date prior to the common adoption of more advanced limeburning technology
(see below), it is debateable whether larger examples were of intermittent or continuous
type. As a general observation, Leach has stated that it is very difficult to tell from
observation of field remains whether a kiln was of intermittent or continuous type (Leach
1999,7). Consideration of this is reserved until later in the paper and the neutral term
'earthen sale-kilns'has purposefully been used and applied to all sale-kilns within circular
mounds in the north-west Peak District. Similar ambiguity applies to later kiln types;
while many of the banks of 'vertical masonry kilns' of the same area were certainly of
continuous type, some early examples, however, were intermittent kilns operated
sequentially to achieve continuous production (John Leach pers. comm.).

The Four Quadrants: Details pertinent to specific quadrants of the Peak Forest complex
are as follows:

North-Western Ktlns: This area has two groups of kilns with contiguous quarries, with
7-10 kilns to the west and22 to the east, and a single kiln midway between (Fig. 3,

A-C).All are developed here on the gentle slopes of the low limestone ridge. Parts of
both groups are now within woodland which was present by 1840; the western wood
originally covered the whole of the enclosure. Unlike the other three quadrants, there are

no large kiln-mounds; all are relatively small with small waste heaps. A relatively high
proportion of the waste heaps appear to have been removed or damaged, particularly to
the east, and presumably the material was used for agricultural purposes. There are no
convincing access trackways; a short sunken trackway within the eastern quarries (Fig. 3,

D) is of uncertain interpretation. To the east the kiln complex lies immediately next to
the causeway of the original 175l turnpike and a later dew pond (Fig. 3, E-F). It may be

that the road was cut through the edge of pre-existing quarries and wasteheaps but this
relationship is not clear-cut. To the south of the road a small area of uneven ground is

visible on aerial photographs (Fig. 3, G); unfortunately this was levelled shortly before
the survey took place and hence the character ofremains here could not be assessed. It is
possible that up to five further kilns and associated quarries were located here, raising
the total of kilns in the complex to 129-143. However, it is far from clear whether this
area comprised limeburning remains; the destroyed earthworks could alternatively be

interpreted as the result of stone quarrying or lead mining, thus these potential sites are

not considered further here. Indeed, the 25 inch to a mile 1880 Ordnance Survey map
shows an 'old lead mine' at the eastern end of the disturbed ground; it is unclear whether
or not quarrying lound small-scale mineralisation that was subsequently worked. Similar
discoveries during quarrying can be instanced on the summit of Grin Hill and at Eldon
Hill West.

South-Western Kilns: The 34-35 kilns here focus on the steep slopes at the northern end
of a prominent ridge, with further kilns on the ridgetop (Fig. 4, A-B). The latter have
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Fig. 3: The north-western part of the Peak Forest limekiln complex.

been damaged by a past attempt to smooth their profiles to improve the pasture. The
chronological relationships between several kilns here are difficult to unravel as a result.
In addition, to the south-east, the edges of at least two quarries have been removed (Fig
4, C). In the western half of the quadrant there is a group of 27 28 kilns which have
contiguous quarries in a central area, with more widely-spaced examples at the fringes
(Fig: 4, D). This includes two small kiln-mounds to the east (nos 37, 40) left on small
bedrock islands surrounded by the later quarry of an eastern group of kilns ( Fig. 4, E ) .

The latter group has 7 large widely-spaced kiln-mounds with contiguous quarries and
access tracks leading to the l75l turnpike road. Again to the south, the edges ofa quarry
and two waste heaps have been removed (Fig. 4, F). Two kilns (nos 62,63) predate the
early 19th century rerouting ofthe turnpike road. In contrast to the eastern kilns, those
in the western group have mounds which vary greatly in size with a general trend to
increase in size upslope. There is a group of small kiln-mounds on the steep northern
slope (nos 34-40), some with no or robbed waste heaps which are unusually small. Three
particularly large kiln-mounds (nos 59,60,61) are superimposed on the rest and with
one further kiln (no.68), the latest of the eastern group; they may be a planned set of
spaced kilns. One of these (no. 60) appears to have two waste heaps, and thus perhaps
has a double pot although this is now not obvious. A series of three small quarries spaced
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Fig.4: The south-western part of the Peak Forest limekiln complex.

along the roadside may well be associated with its construction rather than be for
limeburning (Fig 4, G). There is a somewhat larger quarry a little further east also
interpreted in this way.

North-Eastern Kilns: This complex group of 42-47 kilns lies largely on relatively flat
land, with some further north within a shallow dry valley. It can be subdivided into
several groups with breaks in sequence between each, To the south-west there are 14-15
small kiln-mounds with contiguous quarries and overlapping kilns/waste heaps in parts

hard to unravel (Fig. 5, A). One kiln-mound (no. 86), sited further to the north, might
also be part of this group as it is significantly smaller than its companions. At the north-
western edge of this group there are a further two kiln-mounds (nos 84, 85) which are

particularly small and without waste heaps; these do not fit with the recognised

chronological sequence and it is suspected these are field kilns ofuncertain date (Fig. 5,

B). To the south-east are two groups of l0-11and7-9 relatively large kiln-mounds
(Fig. 5, C-D), with the site of a removed wall inbetween (Fig. 5, E). This was in situ at

the time of quarrying, as indicated by quarries consistently stopping adjacent to it. It is
unclear whether three kilns/quarries (nos 94, 98,99) have been cut by the l75l turnpike
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Fig. 5: The north-eastern part of the Peak Forest limekiln complex.

road or post-date its construction. To the north there are two groups of three (or four if
kiln 86 is included) and 5-6 large widely-spaced kiln-mounds with access tracks (Fig. 5,

F-G).Three of these have atypically deep quarries containing sites of tramways in their
bases (nos 88, 89, 105). Some kiln tops are flush with the ground (nos 87, 89, 103, 104,

105). It may be that two kiln pots (nos 103, 104) are parts of a single double-pot kiln
with a deep drafting andlor emptying hole between

South-Eastern Kilns: A group of 23 kilns with contiguous quarries spaced along a

moderate slope. Two waste heaps have been damaged/destroyed at the fringes of the
group (Fig. 6, A), and recent damage was sustained to the south when a new field access

route was created ( Fig. 6, B). It is probable that there were two episodes of limeburning.
This is suggested by a group of 5 7 small kiln-mounds (nos 116-120 and possibly
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Fig. 6: The south-eastern part of the Peak Forest limekiln complex.

l2l,l22), overlain by significantly larger kiln-mounds with access tracks. Some of the
quarries contain clear tramways and/or barrow runs. One kiln (no. 136) appears to have
a double pot. It is unclear whether or not four kiln-mounds/quarries (nos 123, 124, 125,
128) have been cut by the l75l turnpike road or post-date its construction. The waste
heaps of the last two are badly damaged but this could be explained alternatively as

removal for agricultural purposes.

Ash-Houses: This term, sometimes Ess-houses in the vernacular, is a local one for rooms
within kiln waste heaps. Kiln waste heaps have an unusual property, namely that their
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surface layers are slaked by exposure to water, making them rock-hard, while the interior
of the mound remains soft and cavities can be created easily. In some instances the
resulting ash-houses were for storage and shelter related to adjacent quarrying/
limeburning, while at Grin Hill and Dove Holes it is known that quarrymen and their
families sometimes lived here ( Leach 1996a, 1 25 ). In the I Sth century these families were

an object of curiosity for visitors to the spa town of Buxton, while in the l9th century
social reformers tried to abolish the practice. However, ash-houses sometimes continued
to be used as dwellings, as indicated for example by the documented case of one

collapsing at Dove Holes in 1863 killing four people (Burbage Magazine, July 1863).

Long after the kilns were abandoned chambers in waste-heaps continued to be created
and examples used for such purposes as housing chickens are known.

Up to seven ash-houses, nearly all ruined, have been identifled at Peak Forest, scattered
widely across the complex. In the north-west quadrant there is the remains of one cut
into the kiln 2 waste heap, while to the south-west there is an example in the waste heap
of kiln 63. This is cut off from the nearby kilns by the re-routed turnpike road; it was
presumably in use before the road was diverted in the early 19th century. This only part-
collapsed example has a surviving single chamber with remains of wooden partitions and
supports. There is probable evidence of collapsed ash-houses further north-east in the
large waste heaps at kilns 88 and 103. Similarly, at kilns 132 and 137 to the south-east
there are further collapsed examples, while at kiln 133 a single small room remains intact.
There is no clear evidence that any of these seven structures were dwellings.

Roads and Access Tracks: In the western half of the complex, running a short distance
north of the present main road, there is a broad linear terrace (Fig. 3, E; Fig. 4, H). This
is the original line of the 1749 Chapel to Hernstone Lane Head Turnpike (Radley and
Penny 1972; Roberts 1992,17), which was built in l75l or soon afterwards. Historic
maps show that it was diverted to its current line sometime between 1807 and 1840

(Potter 1807; Ordnance Survey 1840). A series of well made trackways of cart-width, all
terraced and sometimes causewayed, leads from the turnpike road to the later limekilns.
In the eastern half of the complex, two access routes, both causewayed, lead northwards
to the small groups of particularly large kiln-mounds (Fig. 5, H-I). In most cases

branches of the routes lead both to kiln tops, which would have been used for importing
coal, and to the kiln bottoms, used for removing lime. Similarly, a route with two access

points to the road, led to the kilns on a map of 1807; parts are visible today amongst the
kilns (Fig. 6, C), although one stretch shown in 1807 has been lost due to subsequent
quarrying, and later access tracks have been added (Fig. 6, D). One ofthe routes to the
road led across a field and has now been removed. Two of the access routes in the south-
west quadrant are particularly interesting in that the two main functions are clearly
differentiated and one at least clearly predates diversion of the turnpike in the early l9th
century. On the north-east side of the hill the two tracks run parallel to each other, one

clearly from the old turnpike route leads to the bases of kilns 63 and 64 for removing
lime (Fig. 4, I) the other runs higher up the slope and leads to the top of the same two
kilns for delivering coal and probably also leads to kilns 65 , 66 and 67 beyond ( Fig. a, J ) .

Above kilns 63 and 64 there is a series of well-developed wheelbarrow routes up the
hillside used to bring limestone down to the kilns. A third access route leaves the turnpike
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further west, rising sinuously up the hillside and cutting through several earlier features,
and leading to kiln 68 with a branch to kiln 59 (Fig.4, K) and possibly another originally
to kilns 60 and 61. A narrow track of presumed earlier date leads along the steep slope,

apparently providing access to small kilns 35, 36 and 39 (Fig. 4, L).

Other Archaeological Features: One coincidental but important discovery made during
fieldwork was a low symmetrical mound of small diameter on the crest of the low
ridgetop in the north-western part of the complex (Fig. 3, H). This is some distance from
the nearest quarry or kiln and is very probably a previously unrecognised barrow. It is
most probably of prehistoric date, although an Anglian one cannot be discounted.

A second barrow has been suggested previously, on Haddock Low, but this Derbyshire
Sites and Monuments Record entry appears to the result of a misinterpretation of one of
the limekiln mounds in the south-western part of the limeburning complex, probably
based on the unfounded assumption that a barrow ought to exist here because of the
place-name (Barnatt 1996b, site l.B). No convincing candidate for a barrow was found
here during the detailed survey in 1999; all superficially barrow-like mounds have

associated kiln waste heaps.

THE PEAK FOREST LIMEKTLN COMPLEX:
HISTORICAL DOCUMENTATION

The catalogues of the three obviously potentially-relevant archive collections likely to
contain historical data on Peak Forest limeburning were systematically searched with
varying degrees of success. The Derbyshire Record Office provided no documentation,
while Sheffield Archives has only a handful of lSth century letters of limited interest.
Both held useful historic maps. By far the most productive source was the Chatsworth
House archives. As the Cavendish family owned most of Peak Forest from the lTth
century this came as no surprise. Archives identified included summary 18th-l9th
century rentals, several more detailed documents from this period, and estate maps, all
throwing light on the character and location of limeburning in the Peak Forest area.

The Chatsworth Accounts

Summary Accounts: Various surviving estate accounts in Chatsworth House give an
almost complete run of rents paid for kilns in Peak Forest. The majority of these (AS/
106; ASlt47-8; ,4.5/186; AS/389; ASl493; AS/1008; AS/1053; AS/1109; ASlt2sT; ASI
t27t-2; AS[427; Lletltla; Llgrl3lt-2; Ll9tl3la; Ll9tl9; T12; T16; T/14-15) cover
broad areas of the Estate and only summarise the rents paid. Thus, for the most part all
that is recorded is the number of kilns rented in any given year and the rent paid, which
was set at a standard amount (Table I ).
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Table l: Limeburning and limestone quarrying in Peak Forest Liberty - Rents recorded in

Chatsworth Estate summary accounts.

Key

ColumnA:
C
LD
M

Column B:
Column C:
ColumnD:
Column E:

Year
Calendar year
Lady Day (25 Mar.)
Michaelmas (29 Sept.)
Number of kilns
Rent per kiln
Rent paid by the Peak Forest Canal proprietors for stone quarries in Peak Forest
Tons oflimestone and roadstone produced

A B C D E

Pre-1707
LD 1707 - LD 1708

LD 1708 - LD 1709

LD 1709 -LD 1710
LD l7l0-LD17tl
LD l71l -LD1712
LD t7t2-LD t7t3
LD l7l3 -LD t7t4
LD t7t4-LD t7t5
LD l7l5-LD17t6
LD t7t6-LD t7t7
LDt717 -LD l7l8
LD 1718 -LD 1719

LD l7t9 -LD 1720

LD 1720 -LD t72l
LDt72t LDr722
LD 1722-LD 1723

LDl723 LDl724
LDt724 LDtl2s
LD 1725 -LD 1726

LD 1726-LD 1727

LD t727 -LD 1728

LD 1728 -LD 1729

LD 1729 -LD 1730

LDt730 LDl73l
LD 1731 -LD 1732

LDt732 LDt733
LD 1733 -LD 1734
LD t734-LD 1735

LD r73s -LD 1736
LD 1736 -LD t737
LDt731-LD 1738

LD 1738 -LD 1739

LD 1739 -LD 1740
LD 1740 -LD l74l
LD 1741 -LD 1742

Missing
4
Missing
Missing
4

5

4
3

5

J

3

3

3

6

5

8

6

3

3

4
Missing
5

5

1

5

4
4
Missing
Missing
6

5

4

5

4
4

5

6s/8d

6s/8d
6s/8d
6si8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d

6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6sl8d

6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
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EDCA B

LD 1742-LD 1743

LD1743-LDt74
LD 1744-LD 1745

LD 1745 -LD 1746
LD 1746-LD 1747

LD 1747 -LD 1748

4
4
5

5

4
Nothing
entered
5

5

Missing
Missing

6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d

6s/8d
6s/8d

6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
6s/8d
f5

LD 1748_LD
LD1749_LD
LD I75O_LD
LD I75I _LD
LD1752_LD
LD 1753 _ LD
LD1754_LD
LD 1755 - LD
LD1756_LD
LD1751_LD
LD 1758_LD
LD 1759*LD
LD 1760_LD
LD176I_LD
LD1762_LD
LD 1763_LD
LD17&_LD
LD 1765_LD
LD1766_LD
LD 1767 _LD
LD 1768 _ LD
LD1769_LD
LD1770_LD
LD 1771 _LD
LD1772-LD
LD 1773 _LD
LD 1774_LD
LD 1775 _LD
LD 1776_LD
LD 1777 -LD
LD 1778_LD

Missing

Missing

1749

1750

t75l
1752
1753

1754
1755

1756
1757

1758
1759

1760
t76l
1762
1763

t7@
1765
1766
1767

1768
1769

1770
t77t
1772
1773
1774
1775
1776

1777

1778

1779

7

8

8

8

6

6
l0
8

7

7

7

7

6
7

8

8

Missing
8

Missing

f5

[5
[5
€5
[5
t5
f.5
€5

f5
f5
[5
[5
05
[5
f.s
[5

8

6

7

l0
8

9

8

LD 1779 -LD 1792

LD 1792-LD 1793

LD 1793 -LD t794
LD 1794-LD 1795

LD 1795-LD1796
LD 1796-LD 1797
LD 1797 -LD 1798
LDt798-LDt799
LD 1799-LD 1800

7

7

7

7

6

6

4
5
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DCBA

LD 1800 LD 1801 4

LD l80l -LD 1802 4

LD 1802-LD 1803 5

LD 1803-M 1804 4
M 1804-M 1805 4

1806-1817 managed by the Estate (see Table 3)

c 1818

c l8l9
c 1820

c l82l
c 1822
c 1823

c 1824
c 1825

c 1826
c t827
c 1828

c 1829
c 1830

c 1831

c 1832

c 1833

c r834
c 1835

c 1836

c 1837

c r838
c 1839

c 1840

c l84l
c 1842

f.5

f5
[5
[5
f5

f20
f20
f20
f20
f20
f20

f.482lt2sl06d
f.477lttsl09d
f389l06sl02d
[36sl00s/05d
f,a24l0tsl02d
[503/06s/1 1d

[558/17sl10d
[639/1 8s/09d
fl396lt2sl07d
f345lt7sl09d
f309lt2sl04d
f286l00sl07d
f278l07slo5d
f285l02slt}d
f306/04s/03d
t423lttsl07d
f.507lt4sl04d
f543l00s/01d
t620l02sl07d
f.600105s107d
f.417109s107d

f430ll 5s/00d
Missing
Missing
f38l/l9s/01d

57,938

57,310
47,804
45,026
51,853

62,s62
10,131
79,945
51,373
44,208
39,616
37,202
36,1 6 1

36,736

39,036
53,367

63,250
66,829

16,982
73,697
5t,724
53,81l

46,540

It is worth noting that llthcentury summary estate accounts for 1628 32,1637-41 and
165l (AS/1009; AS/1010), do not make any reference to limeburning. However, it is

unclear if this necessarily means that no kilns were presen| alternatively, it may be that
the accounts were compiled in a different way from those of the 18th century and kiln
rentals were not entered separately.

From l8l8 onwards, rents were paid by the Peak Forest Tramway Company for
limestone from quarries on the Duke's land in Peak Forest, which was used to burn in
kilns further down the tramway and for use as roadstone. These are included in Table I
for comparative purposes (see below).

Peak Forest Accounts: Detailed rental accounts for Peak Forest survive in Chatsworth
House archives for only five years. These are 1707 (ASll253),1736 (ASil428), 1738

(AS/1256), 1745 (ASn429) and 1748 (AS/1431). These name the person renting each

kiln and interestingly the kiln rentals are listed separately from the agricultural rents,
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confirming that limeburning in these kilns was viewed as different from farm lime
production undertaken for own use. This said, the persons renting kilns, without
exception, were local people who are also listed as paying rent on dwellings and land.
Those paying large agricultural rents were clearly some of the main farmers of Peak
Forest, while some at the other extreme presumably were only smallholders (Table 2).

Person Date
t707 1736 I 738 1745 1748

Samuel Frith
John Frith
William Hartle
Ann Hartle
Rowland Hartle
Jonothan and Joseph Vernon
Enoch Vernon
Humphrey Wilshaw
Richard Walker
Robert Woodham
Thomas Eley
Edward Lomas
Robert Needham
Edward Longden

IB

IC

IC

IC

28
IC

IC

IB

IC

1C

1B

1C

1C

IA

IC

IA

IC

IB

IA

IA

IC

IB

1C

Table 2: Early to mid ISth century limeburners in Peak Forest Liberty. Key: for each year the

number of kilns rented is given, followed by the value of the agricultural tenancy as follows:
A: more than f 100, B: f50-100, C: less than [.50.

Unfortunately, the rentals normally do not name the property being rented, thus
without a detailed knowledge of the lSth century field names given, where each person
was living is unclear. The one exception is Samuel Frith who is noted as being at
Chamber Farm. A search of the diaries of James Clegg indicates that Robert Needham
lived at oPerry' in 1735-39 (Doe 1981, 232,375). Lead mining records suggest this is
Perryfoot Farm (Chris Heathcote pers. comm.). Why agricultural rents increased over
the period has not been researched, but it may reflect the agricultural improvements such
as enclosure taking place through this period.

Mr Hall's Letters: The names of persons renting kilns are supplemented by the surviving
papers of the Hall family of Castleton in the Bagshaw Collection in Sheffield Archives.
In the lSth century the Hall's acted as agents for the Cavendish Estate, administering
local rentals including Peak Forest. These letters are slightly later in date than the
detailed rentals. One letter (BagC 670( I ) - 9), dated 7 Feb. 1770, from a William Yates
(or Gates) at Bowdenhead (north-east of Chapel en le Frith) to Mr Hall, informs him
that he and Robert Hoyle had 'fixed a placefor A Kiln at the Chamber Knoll (possibly at
the main Peak Forest complex) inviting him to visit and agree it. A second letter (BagC
670( I ) - l4), dated 2 Jan. 1771, from J. Dickenson, recommends a person unnamed
who wants to'take a kiln', presumably at Peak Forest. The writer is presumably John
Dickenson (Junior), Lord of the Manor of Taxal near Whaley Bridge, local industrialist
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and the owner of limekilns at Grin Hill (Leach 1996a,105-06). A third undated letter
(BagC 670( I ) - 16), written from Peak Forest to Mr Hall, hints at unspecified trouble
at the kilns:

'Sir: these are to let you know that William Baggshaw Esq: of Castleton has given us orders for
working any further the three said lime kilns that you let to us, as it is a great disadvantage to us and
the County We desire you will make applecation For us to Mr Baggshaw as speedily as you canfrom
your Humble Servants

Thomas Fletcher, Robert Hoyle and Richard Hill.'

The three authors are presumably three of the Peak Forest limeburners. By this date it
may be that the kilns at Peak Forest were worked by full-time (but seasonal ) limeburners
rather than local farmers (see below).

That kilns were rented to individual Peak Forest residents in the early l8th century,
and later were still rented individually, has interesting implications as to the character of
the limeburning taking place at Peak Forest which will be returned to below.

Limeburning In-House: For a short period, from I 806 to I 8 17, the Peak Forest kilns were
not rented but run in-house by the Estate. Thus, more detailed annual accounts were
made by the Duke's Buxton Agent, Philip Heacock, and these luckily survive in the
Chatsworth House Archives (Tl2;T16) (Table 3).

These accounts also record that the kiln manager for the Estate throughout this period
was Edward White, described as a lead merchant. It is noted that in the first year ( 1806),
the account for which only covers the second six months, there were four existing kilns
and that three new kilns were built. One of the existing kilns, and roads to kilns, were
also repaired. Similarly, two new kilns were built in 1807. It is unclear if the new kilns
replaced old ones or whether they were additional. After 1807 the numbers of kilns are
not given, although making and repairing roads is noted each year and building an
unstated number of kilns is noted in 1810. It is clear from the accounts that'sale' of lime
took two basic forms. The first was direct sale, some presumably to local people at the
kilns, while some was also sold after carriage, from which a small recorded profit was
also made. The second type of sale was through part-exchange for coal brought by
carters. They would in turn sell the lime on, presumably mostly in the whaley Bridge
area where the coal was coming from, or elsewhere at a distance from the kilns.
Sometimes small quantities of the coal brought to the kilns, perhaps excess to
requirements, were also sold. The lack of mechanisation at the kilns is illustrated by the
account for 1817 when the operation was wound up, the only entry for the sale of
equipment was that of otools', for f,5 6s 6d.

At this period the profits for Peak Forest kilns can be compared with those at Grin
Hill at Buxton and are given in Table 4. This shows that while the outlay at Peak Forest
was double, perhaps reflecting a greater number of kilns here, these kilns were
signiflcantly less profitable than those at Grin Hill. In l8l6 and l8l7 the profits made at
both sites collapsed. However, it is unclear if this was due to economic circumstance, or
whether the kilns were allowed to run down; in 1816 17 the Duke negotiated with the
Peak Forest Canal Company for them to start large-scale limestone quarrying on his
land.
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ABC D E F GH I

1806

(l 12 year)

f672ll9sl06d f214l03sl13d f927l02sl09d 5,297 f228l02sl05d Using four existing

kilns, repaired one

and built three.

1807 4227 f2465lt6sl09d f857l04s/06d f2t0l09sl02d f3s73ll0s/05d 6,740 f379l02sl09d

1808 3825 f223ll05sl07d f.702ll3sltId fl04/06s/05d f3163/08s/06d 6,063 f373l02sl04d

1809 3066 fl78S/l4s/01d f6l4ll9s/00d fi66lt0sl04d f26t8l06sl02d 4,680 [186/07s/00d

l8l0 2356 f1314lt2sl06d f726l09sl08d f245l06sl04d t2402lttsl}4d 3,872 r98/l5s/01d

l8l1 2618 f1581/lls/09d fsl4/l8s/l0d ll40/l0s/lld f2598/05s/0ld 4,138 fl92ll9s/l0d

1812 2ss4 fI543/06s/03d f839/09s/07d f.t97lo6sl03d f263slt7sl0sd a,109 f.t42lt2sl0td

l8l3 25ss fls96/l5s/07d f875/05s/03d fl89/07s/04d f27s8lttsl}7d 4,159 f205ll5s/0ld

t8t4 2376 fl48s/06s/03d f803/06s/04d L2s9lt3slt}d t2686lt6sl06d 3,891 f.t27lt7slttd

l8l5 2460 f1537/lss/00d fs25/l8s/09d fl87/0ls/07d f2672lt0sl02d 3,968 f230ll5s/0ld

l8l6 2139 fl337l02sl0ld f727lt6sl03d f20ll04sl03d f2436l0rsl06d 3,505 f57l03s/0sd

1817 22il fI382/0ls/03d f6l5/l6s/05d f238l07s/l0d t2462l0lsl09d 3,735 f39l0tsl0ad

Repaired three

kilns and built two.

No details -
repairs noted

No details -
repairs noted

No details -
building kilns

noted - cost high

No details -
repairs noted

No details -
repairs noted

No details

repairs noted

No details -
repairs noted -
cost high

No details -
repairs noted

No details -
repairs noted

Repairs noted

tools sold for [5/
6s/6d

Table 3: Limeburning in Peak Forest Liberty under the management of Edward White - Costs and

profits of limeburning recorded in Chatsworth Estate summary accounts.

Key

Column A:
Column B:
Column C:

Column D:
Column E:

Column F:
Column G:
ColumnH:
Column I:

Calendar year.
Tons ofcoal used (to nearest ton).
Cost of coal.
Wages paid for burning, drawing, etc.

Cost of new kilns, repairs, etc.

Total production cost.
Tons of lime produced that was sold or part-exchanged for coal (to nearest ton)
Profit.
Notes.

Late Kiln Rental: In 1818 both the Peak Forest and Grin Hill kilns were again offered for
rent. One kiln was rented at Peak Forest by Edward White, the former manager of kilns

here for the Estate. The rent for this kiln was f,20 compared with f,5 when kilns were last

rented in 1804, suggesting this kiln was a larger and more-permanent structure than what
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Grin Hill

Costs Profit

f379l02sl09d
f373l02sl04d
f I 86/07s/00d
f98ll 5s/01 d
f.192ll9sl10d
f.\42lt2sl0td
f205l15slltd
f.t27l17slttd
f230lt5sl0td
f.57l03sl05d
f39l0tsl04d

tt252lr0sl04d
tt336lt7sl03d
f1288/0ls/04d
f.l3l7lt2sl03d

f.t236lt6sl09d
f1338/l ls/0ld
11358106s102d

fl 408/1 2slO8d

f.ll44lt2sl08d
f.tt99l04sl0td

f265ll}sl06d
f245l03slrtd
f292l03sl09d
f374l06sl00d
f200l07sl07d
f.127116s102d

f295lt1slrtd
f207l04sl00d
fl 18/12sl00d
f29l12sl00d

-f5108s/0ld

165

% Profit

2t%
t8%
23%
28%

l 807
1 808
l 809
18 l0
r8l I
t8t2
1813

1814

I 81s

l8l6
1817

f2583/l0s/05d
f3 I 63l08s/07d
f26l8l06sl02d
f2402lrtslo4d
f2598l05sl0td
f2635lt7sl05d
f2758lttsll7d
f2686lt6sl06d
f2672lt\sl02d
f2436101s106d

f.2462l0tsl09d

t5%
120
10/

40

7%
5%
ao/

5%

9%
ao/z /o
10/L /O

t0%
22%
l5ol'
8%

3%

0%

Table 4: A Comparison of costs and profits from limeburning at the Duke of Devonshire's kilns in
Peak Forest and at Grin Hill near Buxton from 1807 to l8l7 (percentage profit to nearest one
percent).

had been built previously. Rent was last paid in 1823 and from l83l the cost of creating
plantations within Peak Forest becomes a regular item in the accounts through the 1830s.
Between f,50 and f200 per annum was usually spent, but in normally unspecified
locations. A more detailed entry for 1833 notes 'filling up, planting and walling at Hadwick
Low',which may well be a reference to creating the plantation across the Haddock or
Harrett Low part of the limekiln complex reported here.

Kiln Locatioz.' None of the records detailed above, with the exception of the 1770 letter,
state whereabouts in Peak Forest the kilns were situated. Thus significant uncertainty
exists as to how the details relate to the surveyed complex detailed in this paper.
However, it is likely that many of the kilns listed in the rentals were here. This is by lar
the largest limeburning complex in Peak Forest with 129-138 kilns. Other known
examples (Tables 6 and 8) within the 'Peak Forest boundary, as fixed in 1579 (Anderson
and Shimwell 1981, 129-31), include a complex of moderate size at Eldon Hill West that
has 14-17 kilns, one at Bee Low West with 20-21kilns and another at Bee Low South-
East with 10-12 kilns. In addition, there are small groups of ten or less kilns at several
other locations. Taking all these kilns together there are about 70-79 known kilns
compared with 129-138 at the main complex. One direct piece of evidence for the
location of kilns at one moment in time is provided by an estate map of Peak Forest for
1807. This shows six kilns active in the main complex, another at Eldon Hill West, one at
Small Dale and one at Loads Marsh. Unfortunately, this map falls in the period of direct
control of kilns by the Estate and therefore the exact number in use is not directly stated
in the accounts. However, the account for 1806 notes four existing and three new kilns
while a further two were built in 1807. Assuming that none of these had gone out of use
by 1807, this is an exact fit. The issue of location is returned to again towards the end of
this paper when the date and ownership of specific kiln complexes has been reviewed.

Peak Forest

okProfitCosts Profit
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Burning Lime at Peak Forest in the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries

A small number of further l8th and early lgth century archives pertinent to limeburning

at Peak Forest have also been identified, as well as the early 19th century published

account by Farey.

Mr Barnes's Scheme: Three documents in Chatsworth House archives are particularly

revealing (Llll}l32). They are attached together and dated 1766, and clearly relate to

planning for the radical increase in rent that took effect the following year at Lady Day

llel.n efirst lists estimated costs and projected profits for running a kiln at Peak Forest

compiled by a Mr Barnes. It reads:

'sopose A lime Kiln to be workedfor 6 months with 2 Men to Get Stone 2 Men to brak and Carry the

same to the kiln one man to feed the kiln with cole and ston with one man more to Asist in Any part

where is Most Required

4 of these Men to have l" 2d pr day and 3 at I' pr day is 21 6" 0d pr week

foi six mounthes is 55t 4" 0d'

These Seven Men to liver 80 loads pr day and Coles to burne the same

40 loads at 4d pr ld is lj" 4d pr day is t4. 0".0d pr week 961 0s 0d

For six months is
To buld a Lime Kiln
Tb Make Cabinesfor Shelter in Raney whether

To Shift the Earth of the Lime stone

To Livell the Ground after the stone is got

To Lay the Earth or Corne Mold on again

To Spades Mandrills Picks Iron Cross Hammers Wedges Shoovles New

and after Repared

To baskets and wheelbarrows
To Charges Gathring in the MoneY

To Rent of Kilne
Totale Charge

To Receive for Lime Livred at 80 loads pr day at 4d pr load is 1{ 6" 8d

or 4{ 0" 0d pr weekfor 24 weeks is
Charges Brought Down
Total prffit

Oblige'em to get the stons 4 yards deep at the least and to lay all the Rubbish Lime Ashes etc in the

quarrys or hollows from which the stone shall be got - and afterwards to spread more such Rubbish

etc with the Corn Mould to have been takenfrom of the limestone.'

This gives a clear picture of non-mechanised lime production, working without the

benefits of tramways but using only baskets and wheelbarrows. Similarly, no allowance

is made for gunpowder, which is consistent with only quarrying fractured stone close to

surface; quarries at earthen sale-kiln complexes are typically only 2-4m deep. The figure

of only 10s for wet weather cabins suggests small structures, perhaps aSh-houses, rather

than something more substantial which would have allowed frequent removal of lime

from the kilns in prolonged wet weather without risking spoilage. This said, flimsy

temporary shelters for protecting the lime rather than the men in inclement weather

snouta certainly be considered. They are known, for example, to have existed at late l8th
century kilns in Devon, depicted on a set of watercolour paintings (John Leach pers.

4t lff 0d

ff lo"od
2e 0s 0d

2{U0d
2t 0" 0d

2r l0'0d
lf 10" 0d

lt 0s 0d

5f 0" 0d

l72e 4" 0d

lg2t 0" 0d

l72r 4" 0d

lq 16" 0d
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comm.). From the figures given, it is clear calculations are based on a six-day week over a
24 week period. These are based on seven men working, but in the introduction only
tasks for six are identifled. This appears to be a mistake, unless the calculation assumes

an unstated overseer, but if this were the case then this person would receive the same

payment as three others. Alternatively, another task appears to have been inadvertently
omitted or the numbers of men placed against each identified task is in error.

The second document is a short letter to Mr Barnes from Micah Hall, a solicitor at
Castleton who at the time was the Duke's agent administering the rentals for the local
part of the Cavendish Estate, including Peak Forest. This queries detail of the calculation,
suggesting the costing for coal is overstated:

'Sir, I Received yours of ye l"' Instant & shod have answered it sooner but have been from home - I
still retain ye same opinion that one Bushel of Coals will burn 3 Bushels of Limes of ye Forest stones

which was ye Calculation I mentioned at Peak Forest but as loads or what you call Fadges of Coals
are an indeterminate quality no certain Calculation can be formed from thence but even as their
Comon Fadges I think one will burn more than 2 loads of Lime of the best Stone, I am Sir y.' m.' obed
Serv',

Mi Hall
Castleton Nov. 14th 1766.'

The third is a draft agreement based on Mr Barnes's proposed scheme. Unfortunately
parts of this are illegible because of crossings out and additions made between lines in a
small script. However, this said, the main points are clear:

Agreement with Mr Barnes Scheme
Be it remember'd that on the . . . . .. Dry of 1767 Godfrey Heathcote Gent Steward to his
Grace the Duke of Devonshire on the behalf of the Right Honerble Lords Guardians of the said Duke
sett unto A:B of . . . . . in the County of Derby limeburner A piece of land and the Rock of
limestonewithinthesamecontaining. ... . yardsinlengthand... .. yardsinbredth
as now mark'd and staked out in the South West corner of a close in Peak Forest called . .

now in the holding or posesion of.. .. to holdfor 3 yearsfrom . . . . . at the yearly
Rent offive pounds payable at Martinmas and Ladyday in each year by several persons [addition of
3 illegible wordsl that of all Taxes assessments and deductions whatsoever, to the interest andfor the

purpose only that he the sd A: B and his assigns shall forthwith erect and continue during the said term

within and upon the said piece of land one kiln and no more for burning limestone and tilling and

disposing of limefaddition of several illegible words].

and shall from time to time during the said Term sink for get and raise limestone within the said piece

of land for the supply of the said kiln so always that the Quarry opened for that purpose be fairly
wrought and carried on without loss o/'any part lherofthrough to the depth offour yards/rom the

surface at the bastt of the ground in every part oJ'the said land and that all the loam mould and

vegetable soil be by the sd A; B and his assigns Jrom time to time previous to the sinking for and getting

the said limestone carefully removd laid by and spread on the adjacent land,

and that all ashes and other wast of the sd kiln and quarry and other wast shall not be disposed of and

carried away for the improvement of the neighbouring grounds, be buried in the hollows of the quaruy

from which the stone shall have been got, and laid even and levell and the mould and vegetable soil
brought back and carefully spread and laid even upon the same land so as that no limestone shall be

burnt in the said kiln longer than Six Months in each year to wit from the first day o/ May to the first
day oJ November. ( a clause to use the Dukes Coal if it be found practicable ) ,
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and the said A: B and his Assigns to have free way of passage for all manner of Caniage between the

sd places andthe Highwayleadingbetween ..... and ..... [additionof several
illegible wordsl.

and if the said A:B or his Assigns shall at anytimefail in the performance of this agreement in any
part thereof he and they shall forfeit and pay to the said Lords Guardians andfor the use of the said
Duke lillegible wordl for such lillegible wordl of rents and the sum of Twenty Pounds Sterling over
and besides the said yearly rent before said and this agreement in such case shall afterwards be

absolutely [two illegible wordsl and be no longer binding on the said Lords Guardians but [illegible
wordl they and the sd Duke shall lilleglble wordl upon rfte [illegible wordl and [illegible wordl and
put out the { A:B and his Assigns thereupon and lilleglble wordl and if this lllleglble wordl
agreement had not been mada'

This account indicates the seasonal nature of the limeburning, based on a six monthly
season, compared with seven months at Grin Hill in an assessment made during the same
year (Leach 1996a,105). That the Peak Forest rent was due in spring (25 March) and
autumn ( I I November) indicates it was paid to either side of the limeburning season
which is stated to be I May to I November. Given the initials used in the draft agreement
it is tempting to suggest it was the intention to rent the kilns to Mr Barnes. The Grin Hill
kilns on the Duke of Devonshire's land had been rented to one family, the Brock's, from
at least the late 1690s to 1789, and it was they who subJet these to individual groups of
limeburners (Leach 1996a,105-09). It is clear from the Hall letters noted above, dating
from the 1770s, that individual kilns at Peak Forest were rented separately, but nothing
has been found to indicate if Barnes or any other had overall control.

The Peak Forest Canal Correspondence: Further information on the Peak Forest kilns is
provided in surviving correspondence in Chatsworth House Archives dated 1793 and
related to the proposed building of the Peak Forest Canal and Tramway prior to the
Peak Forest Canal Act of 1794 (Hodgkins 1987; Ripley 1989). One unsigned letter (Ll
11415812), but probably by Micah Hall of Castleton on the behalf of the Duke of
Devonshire, states that:

'The limekilns at present in Peak Forest are let upon the same principles as the Kilns upon Grin near
Buxton before they were taken into hand, upon an average for several years they have been seven in
number and let at 5{ each each making a net rent to His Grace of j5t per annum.

The lime ashes which are left by the burners are caruied out by the farmers which more than makes
them satisfactionfor any trespass they sustain by the kilns being on theirfarms.'

Detailed accounts in Chatsworth House archives indicate that the Estate managed the
Grin Hill kilns directly from l79l to 1798 and again 1803-1817 (Leach 1996a,109-15);
from 1818 onwards the Grin Hill and Peak Forest kilns were both again rented. The
noted average number of seven kilns at Peak Forest indicate that rentals in the period
1779 l79l for which rental details are missing were similar to the years immediately
before and after.

Another letter dated 29 September 1793, written by John Heaton on behalf of the
Duke (L/l1415816), discusses the affect of the intended canal, stating:

'Limekilns on Grin and Peak Forest. In the first place near 80,000 horse loads are sold in the year,
which quantity is burnt atfive kilns, At Peak Forest seven [kilns] are employed and as I presume they
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burn nearly the same per Kiln in one place as they do in the other, at Forest about I 10,000 horse loads

will be burnt annually which will take about 22,600 tons o/'limestone.'

The letter goes on to query whether it was a good idea that two kilns should be built at

Lord's (Load's) Knoll, indicating this was being considered at this early planning stage,

stating that pre-existing local kilns would supply local demand for lime and that lime
transported down the canal would 'suffer injury and loss particularly in wet weather' and
that it would be better to transport limestone.

The combined Grin Hill and Peak Forest total of 190,000 horse loads (probably about
12,200 tons - see Leach 1996a,107), compares with an estimate of 174,120 horse loads

for 1766 (Chaloner 1950-51; Leachl996a, 106), produced from 12 kilns at Grin Hill and

4 at Peak Forest (but note the Peak Forest accounts record 8 kilns not 4 for 1766). These

figures show that overall production had not increased markedly inthe 27 years between

1766 and 1793, although in this period individual kiln size and efficiency may have

increased as the horse loads per kiln in 1766 are 10,920 compared with 16,000 loads for
1793. Barnes, also writingin 7766, estimated 11,520 loads per annum, based on a 24

week season per year. The estimate made by Heaton of 22,600 tons of limestone quarried

at Peak Forest for the kilns is a little less than half the annual tonnage of stone quarried

on the Dukes land in Peak Forest and taken down the canal for the first few years from
l8l8 when rents for stone start (Table 1).

Several letters in the series make it clear that at the time of these negotiations the Duke
was prepared to forego loss of profits from his Peak Forest and Grin Hill kilns and

support the canal project, in return for an agreement that the tramway would run to
Loads Knoll on his land, then in the possession of Mr Frith (of Bank Hall, south of
Chapel en le Frith), and that rent would be paid to the Duke on quarries here. In
addition, the Duke was to open a colliery at Beard near New Mills and that coal from
here was to be used for burning limestone in kilns at the canal side. In the event both of
these conditions later proved problematic. The stone in the quarry at Loads Knoll was

of poor quality as Farey notes 'or,l account of the great quantity of Chert beds in it' (Farey
1813,418), while several letters in the Chatsworth collection show that access from the

colliery to the canal was obstructed by the owner of the intervening land.

Coal for the Kilns: A letter also exists in Chatsworth Archives which throws light on the

sources ofcoal used in the Peak Forest kilns in the early 19th century (Leach 1992a,18).

This dates to 1810 and is from the Duke's agent, Philip Heacock, to Thomas Boothman
a local coal and lime merchant. It reads:

'I duly received your letter of the t6th instant and I beg to inform you that I am perfectly satisfied

with the quality and price of the Coals at Shallcross and Bank End and that I have no objection to

continue to purchase of you from the Diglee colliery one third oJ' the quantity of the Coals consumed

at the Duke of Devonshire's Lime Kilns in Peak Forest provided the New Coals there are lnot?)mixed
with those which have been laying upon the bank a considerable length of time and which I understand

are r)ery much injured in consequence, Indeed Ifindfrom the person who has the management ofthe
Duke's works that the last mentioned Coal is so bad from being exposed to the weather and that we

shall be under the necessity of supplying our Works Jrom collieries elsewhere, unless it is improved in

the manner directed.'

All three of these collieries lay well west of Peak Forest between 8 and l0km away.

Shallcross Colliery was sited about 2km south of Whaley Bridge in the Goyt Valley near
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Shallcross Hall. Diglee Colliery was about l.5km north-west of Whaley Bridge and Bank
End Colliery was further north, beyond Furness Vale.

Farey on Peak Forest Limekilns: Returning to the limeburning complex, Farey writing in
the early l9th century (probably sometime between 1808 and 1810) about limeburning
in the region ( 1813, 408-45), stated that there were sale-kilns a quarter of a mile north-
west ofPeak Forest:

'large Lime Quamies here, were more extensively usedformerly than at present, since the Peak Forest
Canal and Rail-way have been in use; vast heaps of Lime-ashes, accumulated here, have begun to be
used by the Farmers within a mile round, for spreading on their Land.'

Confirming the observation made by Hall in 1793, given above, Farey noted that it was
rather surprising that:

'the occupiers of Lands near lGrin Hill and Dove Holes], had not fetched away and spread these
heaps of Lime and Coal-ash Compost, as I have been informed that some have done at Peak Forest.'

The surviving waste heaps at Peak Forest indicate the practice of removal was never
great or sustained over an extended period. [t may be that local demand was far
outstripped at all three sites by the quantities of waste available, andlor perhaps its use

was discouraged, as this would inhibit local sales of the better quality product from the
kilns. At Peak Forest, as noted above, the use of waste material appears to have been
restricted to farmers on whose tenancy the kilns were situated as compensation for the
inconvenience of having kilns on their farmland.

Farey also noted that at the sale-kilns at Grin Hill and formerly at Dove Holes there
were:

'enormous heaps of refuse Lime, called Lime-ashes, have been accumulated and left, covering many
acres of ground, the tops setting or hardening by degrees, after being slacked by the rains, so that
large excavations can be made and remain permanent, under these artificial stone domes, and in which
singular kind of Huts, manyfamilies live near Buxton.'

These 'ash-houses' were undoubtedly also used as storage-sheds and for other purposes,
as well as lor dwellings. Those at sites not mentioned, such as at Peak Forest, may well
be non-domestic in character.

Map Depictions of Limeburning in Peak Forest

Several historic maps exist for Peak Forest of use in unravelling the chronology of the
Peak Forest limekiln complex. The earliest is an estate map by Brailsford dated 1772.
This unfortunately covers only the southern half of the complex showing field boundaries
but no limekilns, although they undoubtedly existed at this date. It was presumably
drawn specifically to show agricultural tenancies and kilns were irrelevant to its purposes.
However, it is a useful map for establishing the relative chronology of specific kilns, as

some are overlain by walls present in 1772, while others overlie these boundaries
(Appendix 1, column G).

By far the most important map is a detailed 1807 estate map of Peak Forest Liberty
(Potter 1807). This again is useful for the field boundaries shown, but in this case it also
shows six active limekilns in the complex, together with quarries and access tracks. Five
of these lay in the south-eastern quadrant. The sixth lay on the other side of the turnpike
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road in the north-eastern quadrant. Three other kilns are shown elsewhere in the Liberty,
one each near Eldon Hill, Small Dale and Loads Marsh.

Two maps post-dating the abandonment of the kilns are also useful. The Ordnance
Survey map of 1840 shows that large parts o[ the complex had been turned over to
plantations by this date; an estate map of 1853 shows these in more detail (Smith 1853).
Both these maps also show that the turnpike road had been diverted since 1807 to follow
a slightly more southerly course through the western half of the complex. This road was
the Chapel to Hernstone Lane Head Turnpike (Radley and Penny 1972; Roberts 1992,
17), the act for which dates to 1749. This did not come into force until 1751 and the
actual road was presumably built soon afterwards. The detailed relationship of original
and diverted courses to kilns is again useful in establishing the relative chronology of
specific kilns.

THE PEAK FOREST COMPLEX IN ITS SETTLEMENT AND
AGRICULTURAL CONTEXT

Little is known of the Peak Forest area before the medieval period. There may well have

been a later prehistoric and Romano-British farming presence, firstly with seasonal
herders and then more sustained farming (Barnatt 1999; 2000). The only obvious
physical reminder today of early farmers is the scatter of prehistoric barrows (Barnatt
1996a1' 1996b). These include two Neolithic long barrows, one not far from the
limeburning complex north of Harratt Grange Farm, the other south-west of Eldon Hill.
The remainder are Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age round barrows and again there are
examples near the limeburning complex, one on the summit of Gautries Hill and a newly
discovered example noted above on the ridge north-west of Harratt Grange Farm.

What is now known as Peak Forest was at the heart of the extensive Royal Forest of
the High Peak, a medieval hunting preserve, mostly of open moorland and rough grazing
(Cox 1905; Burton 1966; Anderson and Shimwell l98l). In the Norman period the
Forest extended from Longdendale in the north to the Wye Valley in the south, and from
the Goyt Valley to the west and the Upper Derwent Valley, Bradwell and Tideswell in
the east. There were several administrative focal points, including market and court
centres at Tideswell and Chapel en le Frith, and the constable's residence at Peveril
Castle with a market in Castleton below. However, the main Forester's Chamber was at
Peak Forest, thought to be at or close to the later Chamber Farm. From the mid l3th
century onwards there were increasing agricultural encroachments into the Forest as

royal hunting parties ceased and the Forest laws were not enforced as rigorously . ln 1579
there was an attempt to conserve a last fragment of the Forest and its deer, with the
walling of an area around the Forest Chamber. This area, in effect an Elizabethan
hunting park owned by the Crown, is now defined by the modern parish boundary. The
Cavendish family acquired much of Peak Forest in the lTth century. When Senior
surveyed the various Cavendish Estates the only holding mapped at Peak Forest in 1637

was that held by William Cavendish, Earl of Newcastle, around Rushop Edge and
Barmoor(Senior 1637).Thelatterwas alarge sheepwalk of 362 acrescalled'Bee-moore
or the Barrmore';it is not clear whether the southern part of the limekiln complex lay
within this area, or whether the kilns lay adjacent to the north, just beyond the Cavendish
holding. In contrast, by the beginning of the 18th century surviving rentals indicate the
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Cavendish holding in Peak Forest was very extensive; it is thought that most of this land
was acquired in the 1655-65 period when Charles II deforested the area.

Several of the farmsteads in Peak Forest are concentrated around the Chamber and

Old Dam nearby, while others are scattered more widely. Some are no doubt medieval in
origin, while others are later. By the beginning of the lSth century at latest many of
today's farmstead sites were in use and a chapel to serve the community had been built in
1657 by Christian, Dowager Countess of Devonshire. There may well have been extensive

ancient enclosure around the Chamber/Old Dam hamlet, extending north-west beneath

the south side of Eldon Hill, beyond around Perryfoot, and perhaps south around
Loosehill and Kempshill. However, much of the Liberty to north and west remained

unenclosed until after the l6th century. By the late l8th/early l9th century, when maps

are again available, all parts had been enclosed. However, in the case of the land north of
the turnpike at what was later Harratt Grange Farm, and elsewhere as for example at
Gautries Hill, Eldon Hill, the Bull Pit area east of Perrydale, and the western half of Bee

Low, the enclosures comprised bounded sheepwalks, each covering an extensive area.

Much of the post-medieval enclosure probably took place in the late 17th and early
lSth centuries and glimpses of this are seen in surviving rentals in Chatsworth House

archives. For example, a lease was granted to Roland Eyre in 1670 for a piece of

'newly enclosed ground called harret low' (H126517)

and there was a lease to Ellis Needham in 1694 for

'that Great Pasture Ground commonly called Gawtresse now divided into several parcels, of 284 acres'

(H1263l3t).
As noted above, much of the Harratt Grange land north of the road at this time was not enclosed

into small fields but was a large sheepwalk. This is probably the land leased to John Vernon in 1670

which included the

'enclosed lands at Peruyhead' , ' the great pasture ground called Harrett Low' and 'the herbage of the

great lane or high way thereunto adjoyneing' (Hl265ll7).

That this highway was the route later turnpiked which ran through the limekiln complex
is confirmed in a lease to Francis, John and Joseph Vernon in 1703 (Hl264lll). This
lease included

'a house at Haruet Low formerly occupied by John Vernon','two closes at Perry Head l0 acres',
' Harret Low Pasture I 50 acres' , 'one third of Great Ridge Close with two closes lately enclosed from
the same 26 acres'and'the Herbage of the great lane or highway adjoining to Harret Low pasture

aforesaid and called Sparrow Pit Lane'.

The house at 'Harret Low' is probably that named 'Haddock Low' on the 1807 map,

lying adjacent to the road a short distance south of the Sparrowpit crossroads, on the

east side of the road where there is now a building used as fieldbarn. Harret Low pasture

had been further divided by 1807, when the main 'sheepwalk' had been reduced to 109

acres and there were smaller fields to north-west and east. Harratt Grange Farm is a 19th

century creation.
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UNRAVELLING THE DEVELOPMENT AND CHRONOLOGY OF THE PEAK
FOREST COMPLEX

This section weaves together the archaeological evidence for changes in kiln-mound size

and design with the historical accounts and maps, to assess the spatial and technological
development of the complex and the chronology of these changes.

The Clues

The most common archaeological clues found on site as to the development of the
complex are the frequent overlaps of kiln-mounds and/or waste heaps with previous
quarry edges. In addition, sometimes the kiln-mounds and waste heaps overlap each

other. These relationships allow chronological sequences of kilns to be reconstructed in
each quadrant of the complex. These can be set against evidence for increase in kiln-
mounds/waste heap size and evidence for increased sophistication in design and
operation. Particular traits include the use of large kiln-mound pots set flush with the
surface and in two cases the possible building of double pots, the laying of tramways in
the quarries, the wide spacing between kilns, and the construction of networks of access

trackways.
The identified chronological sequences in themselves have no absolute dates which can

be applied on a kiln by kiln basis. However, there are a series of key dates derived from
documents and maps, some of which can be compared directly with the physical remains.
The Estate accounts indicate that limeburning in Peak Forest Liberty probably started
before 1707 and ceased in 1823. Within this broad date span, the physical remains can be

related to the building of the turnpike road in I 75 I or shortly afterwards, changes in field
boundaries that are demonstrable from maps of 1772 and 1807, and the depiction of six
active kilns on the map of 1807. Other potentially important dates to understanding the
complex consist of the radical increase in rent in 1767 and the beginning of management
in-house in 1806. However, these cannot be compared directly with the archaeological
evidence, but inferences as to roughly where these fall in the kiln sequences can be made.

The assessment of these various clues is detailed in Appendix 2.

The Results

Analysis is divided into three stages:
r The construction of a matrix to show the sequences of kiln development in each

quadrant.
o Matching this with the morphology of kiln-mound/waste heap size and design to

identify trends through time.
. Establishing the date of each of the stages of development.

Movement through Time: Analysis of each group of kilns in turn results in the matrix
shown in Fig. 7. This is derived from the observable overlaps of features as detailed in
Appendix I (Columns E and F). It shows the development of the complex as a whole,
where matches between each group are based on similarities of kiln-mound/waste heap

size, justified as each group analysed showed the same general trend of size increasing
through time. In three quadrants a broad variation in size is represented, while to the
north-west only earlier small kiln-mound/waste heaps exist and this area was not used

1ater.
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Within each group analysed the certain chronological relationships are indicated on

the matrix by solid lines between kiln numbers. From this it can be seen that secure

sequences are achieved in most cases, although this is not so for some early kilns in the

north-west, south-west and south-east quadrants. The established sequences show

planned movement across the land to be quarried, usually uphill, and this will be

discussed here. Kiln morphology and dating will follow below.

Before proceeding, when viewin g Fig. 7 , it should be remembered that each group is

determined independently, as there are no spatial overlaps between them. Therefore the

caveat is that there is uncertainty over exact cross-correlation between each area.

Similarly, for simplicity, within each group some kilns are regarded as contemporary and

thus they are put on the same horizontal line. In reality they may well all be built at

slightly different times, as it is likely that only one kiln within a group was being built at

any one moment. Thus, the matrix should be regarded as a construct, with the 22

identified stages representing the minimum number analysis comfortably allowed; this

has the advantages of saving diagram space and reducing confusing complexity to a

point where significant patterns can be more clearly seen.

Each quadrant of the limeburning complex will now be discussed in turn, reviewing

what becomes clear with the aid of the matrix. In some cases there are clear signs of
discontinuities in the sequences, with the same or adjacent areas quarried at a much later

stage than initial exploitation. Thus, for clarity, and in anticipation of drawing the whole

together, earlier and later kiln groups are identified.

North-llestern Kilns: The two groups of kiln-mounds/waste heaps here are both similar

in character and of small earlier type. Both are arranged so that there are rough lines of
kilns following the contour, with2_4 kilns in each line in the north-west group and 3-5

in the other. In both there is gradual movement upslope through time.

South-Western Kilns: The earliest kilns lie on the steep north slope of the ridge. These

again have small mounds/waste heaps and are arranged in crude horizontal lines.

Limeburning spread through time onto the ridgetop, the kiln mounds/waste heaps

getting progressively larger as they go. Due to modern damage, the sequence on the

ridgetop is difficult to unravel; this is made doubly difficult in that it appears the area has

been quarried at least twice, with kilns 59, 60 and 6l superimposed at a later date. The

proximity of kilns 49, 52, 53 and 57 hints at further complexity resolved only tenuously

in the matrix. While a chronological sequence can be clearly seen on the north-west side

of the ridge, there are six or seven particularly small kiln-mounds on the north-slope

which may represent a particularly early and third separate episode of limeburning.

A more obvious break in sequence comes when large late kiln-mounds/waste heaps

start to be built. The first six of these are located on the steep east side of the ridge rather

than the ridgetop, where earlier quarrying ceased. Two of the early small kiln-mounds

were worked around, and the possibility that further small kiln-mounds/waste heaps

were destroyed should not be discounted. The last kiln in the eastern sequence (68) is

approached by a different access track, which also accesses kiln 59 and this probably

indicates that kilns 59, 60, 6l and 68 are a set of widely-spaced large kiln-mounds/waste

heaps, in part re-quarrying areas previously worked.
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Novth-Eastern Kilns: This complex area has five or more probably six separate groups of
kilns. The earliest is that south-west of centre, comprising small kiln-mounds/waste
heaps lying on flat land and interestingly the movement through time is towards the
turnpike road rather than away from it, probably indicating this well-made road did not
exist at the time of limeburning (the pre-turnpike route may well have been more loosely
confined). Some of the earliest kilns in this group are within clusters of overlapping
features (kilns 69, 73,75 and71,74,78) the detailed chronology of which is in part
difficult to unravel with any certainty. At the western edge of this group are two very
small kiln-mounds with no waste heaps. These may well be a separate group, and are
probably not sale-kilns but field kilns of uncertain date (thus, these are not entered in the
matrix - Fig. 7).

At the south-eastern end of the quadrant there are two groups of moderate to large-
sized kiln-mounds/waste heaps with the site of a wall between them. These appear to
have worked in tandem, both quarrying operations moving away from the road through
time, each phase with 2-3 short 'horizontal'lines of kilns to either side of the wall.

This quadrant also has a late phase of two groups of large kiln-mounds/waste heaps
further from the road to the north. While the north-west group has a discontinuous
spatial relationship with the earlier kilns immediately to the south, the north-east group
is the culmination of a smooth progression from the kilns to the south-east and may well
indicate a continuous sequence of working from one to the other. The kilns in these two
groups were probably planned as a series of widely-spaced kilns placed across the area.
While some of these foci did not develop and their kilns may be early in this sequence
(kilns 100, l0l), others were more favourably located and continued developing with
further adjacent kilns built ( kilns 87-89 and I 02- I 06).

South-Eastern Kilns: The slopes here have clearly been quarried twice as indicated by
small kiln-mounds/waste heaps overlapped by much larger examples. Only 5-7 early
kilns survive, mostly to the south; much has probably been subsumed by later working.
Intwodamaged andlor overlainkilns(120, l2l)it isunclearwhethertheyareof the
earlier or later phases. The large later kiln-mounds/waste heaps were developed
progressively southwards as quarrying moved in this direction, and in each part of this
slope work started at its base and moved upslope, as contiguous rather than widely-
spaced kilns and quarries.

Taking the four quadrants together there are clearly two basic phases which can be
identified:

Earlier Phase: The smaller kiln-mounds (Fig. 7, stages l-16) are found in seven or eight
small discrete clusters (Fig. 8). Three of these may well have started later than others,
perhaps as replacement areas of working. This is most obvious in the north-east
quadrant, where the eastern two groups have larger kiln-mounds/waste heaps than those
in the adjacent group to the west. That small discrete groups exist is a clear indicator of
several semi-autonomous burning operations taking place synchronously and this is
consistent with what is known of rental agreements in the first half of the lSth century.
In the majority of the early groups there is clear evidence in each for short horizontal
lines of kilns following the contour and for progressive movement upslope (or along the
flat). Only in the later groups is this movement away from the 1751 turnpike. Within
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each group the careful spacing of kilns allows maximum exploitation of the ground, but
it is unclear to what extent the building of probably no more than one kiln at a time is

part of a piecemeal organic progression. Alternatively, was there forward planning, with

kilns purposefully laid in lines according to a pre-conceived plan?

Later Phase.. The larger kiln-mounds/waste heaps (Fig. 7, stages ll-22) are found in

three or four clusters (Fig. 9). It is unclear ifthe north-eastern quadrant should be seen

as one group, or whether the two access tracks suggest independent operations' In the

earlier stages of the development of the later phase, the kilns are relatively closely spaced

with contiguous quarries, whereas later wider spacing was adopted in two out of three

quadrants. Again there is progressive movement away from the turnpike road, but here

the impression is that the positioning of kilns shows clearer evidence for forward

planning within each quadrant.

Discrete lVorking Areas.. One of the most significant points to arise from the analysis just

described is the identification of discrete and often probably contemporary working

areas. In the early phase these are not likely to exceed five at any one time and it may be
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that when the long chronology is accounted for no more than three are four were in
operation synchronously; this is consistent with the later phase of working.

Chronological Changes in Quarry Character and Kiln Design: As noted above there is
consistent evidence across the complex for kiln-mounds/waste heaps to increase in size
through time. While some architectural features are found in all phases, as with barrow
runs to the kiln top, sloping waste-heap tops and the presence of ash-houses, others are
only found with late large kiln-mounds (detailed in Appendix l, Column D). These
commonly include the common wide spacing of kilns and the use of access tracks (Fig. 7,
both stage l6 onwards) and the occasional use of tramways or barrow-runs through the
quarry (Fig. 7, stage 16 onwards), and flush or double pots (Fig. 7, stage 19 onwards).
These are all indicators of increased forward planning and or investment which went
hand in hand with the building of larger kiln-mounds with each presumably in use longer
andf or producing more lime.

Dating: As noted above, limeburning in Peak Forest Liberty probably did not start until
after deforestation in 1655-65, was certainly taking place in 1707 when the surviving
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estate accounts start, and ceased in 1823. The task addressed in this section is the
establishment of dates for each of the phases and the stages in the matrix detailed above.

As an aid to this, we first consider in turn each of the established key dates outlined
above in relation to the stages presented in Fig. 7. Details are listed in Table 5 and both
sets of data are assimilated in summary in Fig. 10.

Key Date First Last Observations
Possible Possible
Stage Stage

1707 - First surviving accounts ?

1751 - Building ofturnpike road 6

1767 - Increase in rent from 6s 8d ?

to f5

1772 - Map of south part of 8?

complex
1806 - Kilns first managed in-house ?

1807 - Map of the complex

1818 kilns again rented

Not clearly identified but probably
somewhere in the stages l-9 range.
Most probably somewhere in stages

8-11 range.
Not clearly identifled but somewhere in
the 8-15 range. Possibly at the
beginning ofstage 14.
Most probably somewhere in stages

12-15 range.
Not clearly identified but most probably
somewhere in the stages 19-20 range.
Map shows kilns from stages l8-20 in
use.

Not clearly identifled and kilns not
certainly still in operation. Ifstill
working probably confined to stage22.
See 1818.

?

l5

?

20

20

l5

20

20

22

I 823 - last kiln in Peak Forest closes ? 22

Table 5: A correlation of key-dates with matrix-stages for the Peak Forest limeburning complex.

The data in Table 5 shows that the 83-90 small/medium-sized earlier kiln-mounds/
waste heaps (stages l-13) probably started to be built in the second half of the lTth
century, and limeburning was certainly underway by 1707. They continued to be built
through the first half of the 1Sth century, and the transition to large kiln-mounds/waste
heaps probably took place in the decades shortly afterwards. That the kilns in the eastern
part ofthe north-east quadrant start at the l75l turnpike road and progress away from
it may well indicate that this had been built by the time the medium-sized kiln-mounds/
waste heaps here of stages 12-13 were constructed. Given the radical rent increase in
1767, it is tempting to see this equating with the beginning of stage 14. This is the
beginning of construction of larger kiln-mounds/waste heaps and more importantly the
beginning of signs of developing kiln design, increased forward planning and greater
investment in individual kilns, as shown for example by the use of access trackways and
quarry tramways.

The 44-46large kiln-mounds/waste heaps (stages 14-22) started to be constructed in
the 1750s at earliest, and as just suggested may have started being built around 17 67 . If,
as seems likely, the taking of kiln management in-house in 1806 happened in stages 19 or
more probably 20, then something in the region of 10-20 kilns were built from this date
onwards. One or more of the kilns of stage 22 may well belong to the period of six years

from l8l8 to 1823, when one kiln per year was again rented, but not necessarily the same
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kiln throughout. However, the possibility that the complex had already closed by 1818

cannot be fully discounted, as the kilns in use at this last phase could possibly be at the
Black Hole site described by Farey as next to the Peak Forest Tramway in Dove Holes

Dale (see below). However, this possibility seems unlikely, for it begs questions as to why
the Duke would allow competition to his new quarries further down the Dale, and why
the more northerly quarry did not continue to be managed by the Estate and developed
further (see below).

When the number of kilns in each of the two phases is compared, then the average

numbers of kilns built per year is less in the later phase if figures are based on the period
1707-1823, with 1767 equated to stage 14 (early - c. 1.5 per year and late c. 0.8 per
year). However, as production may have started as early as about 1660 this negates the
difference (early - c. 0.8 kilns per year). Thus, if the kiln building rate remained
relatively constant, as the size of quarries and kiln-mounds increased markedly through
time, then lime production would have increased.

SEVENTEENTH TO NINETEENTH CENTURY'PROTO.INDU STRIAL'
LIMEBURNING IN THE NORTH-WEST PEAK: SCALE, CHARACTER AND

CHRONOLOGY

As noted in the introduction, in identifying sites for study comparable with those at Peak

Forest two main criteria were used:
. Several kilns are found together,

and/or
o the kilns have associated waste heaps.
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Sites were identified from vertical aerial photographs, historic maps and from the local
knowledge of one of the authors (JB). Some were known previously through archaeolo-
gical survey (Barnatt in Leach 1996a; Bevan and Sidebottom 1995; Ullathorne 2001).
The sites at Peak Forest East and Sherbrook Dell lie in woodland and thus do not show
on aerial photographs; Chris Heathcote kindly alerted us to their presence.

Earthen Sale-Kilns

Known Sites

Up to 3l sites have been identified in the region centred on Buxton, Dove Holes and
Peak Forest (Fig. l5), of which all but five have significant remains. All are listed in
Table 6. In six instances it is unclear whether the sites have sale-kilns or whether they
were primarily agricultural in character.

Table 6: Early limeburning sites in the north-western part of the Peak District's limestone plateau.

Key

Column A:
Column B:
Column C:

Column D:

Column E:

Column F:

Column G:
Column H:

Site
Map reference (all SK)
Size of complex:

L; Large (more than 40 kilns)
M: Medium ( I l-40 kilns)
S: Small (4-10 kilns)
VS: Very Small ( l-3 kilns)

Relationship to l8th century turnpikes:
A: Adjacent
C: Close
L: Lane that gives access to a turnpike road shown on Burdett's

map of 1765

Relationship to early l9th century turnpikes and railways/tramways
A: Adjacent
C: Close
T: Turnpike
R: Railway/tramway
L: Lane that gives access to a turnpike road

Active kilns depicted on historical maps or in Farey's l8l 3 list:
1675 Map of Wastes and Commons of Wormhill (anon. 1675).
l79l Burdett's county map, revised edition (Harley et aI.1975)
I 807 Peak Forest Liberty map ( Potter I 807 )
l8l3 Farey's list of sale-kilns, written about 1808-10 (Farey 1813)

1840 First edition Ordnance Survey one inch to a mile sheets
(unpublished two inch versions)

1849 Tithe map olWormhill (anon. 1849)

Postulated date range.
Notes (kiln totals marked with an asterisk are estimated flrom aerial photographs).

A B CDEFG H

Linacre sK 12958185 S 1840 Mid cl9 Seven* to nine* large kiln-
mounds. Access road to 1758

and l8l2turnpikes.
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A B CDEFG H

LinacreSW SK 12608145 VS 1840 Mid cl9? One large kiln-mound.
Possibly an outlier to the
Linacre complex. Access road
to 1758 turnpike.

Slitherstone SE SK 12538145 VS Late Cl8
and/or
early Cl9

One large kiln-mound
without waste heap, close to
Linacre SW but separated by
the Peak Forest wall. Possibly
a field kiln. Access road to
1758 turnpike.

Slitherstone SW SK 12008148 VS Late C18
and/or
early C19

One large kiln-mound
without waste, with a clamp
kiln nearby. Possibly a field
kiln. Access road to I 758

turnpike.

SlitherstoneNW SK 11688195 VS A Late C18

and/or
early Cl9

One large kiln-mound with
waste heap. Possibly a field
kiln. Adjacent to 1758

turnpike.

Eldon Hill West SK 10608130 M A 1807 Late Cl8 to
early Cl9

Fourteen to seventeen

surviving kiln-mounds, some
large; site slightly truncated.
One kiln active in 1807. Kilns
to either side of I 758

turnpike, but quarries appear
to respect it.

Perrydale sK 10658080 s c Late Cl8
andlor
early C19

Four spaced kiln-mounds.
Adjacent to a lane to 1758

turnpike.

Gautries Hill SK 09558085 VS C Late C18 or
early C19

One kiln-mound only with
waste heap. Outlier to the
main Peak Forest complex. In
the next field to the west (at
SK 09308090) there is a

further kiln without a waste
heap; this may be a further
outlier or is a fleld kiln.

Peak Forest sK 10108010 L A Late Cl7 to See main text for details.
early Cl9

I 807

l8l3
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A B CDEFG H

PeakForestEast SK 11057945 VS? A Late Cl8 or
early C19

An ash-house is visible next to
the road to the east; the
adjacent quarry has been used

as a tip and the kiln levelled.
Un-inspected quarries exist
on either side of the road in
overgrown woodland to west,

but kiln-mounds are not
visible lrom the road; one of
these fields is named Kiln
Head on an estate map of
1772. Adjacentto 175l
turnpike.

HernstoneLane SK12207865
Head

VSA Late C18 or One kiln-mound with waste

early C19 heap. A deeper quarry nearer
the road may have had a kiln-
mound destroyed. There are
also two field kilns in the next
field, one a clamp kiln. At end
of l75l turnpike.

Tideswell Moor SK 12907845 VS A Late Cl8 or
early Cl9

Two relatively large kiln-
mounds. Adjacent to 1759

turnpike.

Barmoor sK08507950 S L cl1
arl.df or
cl8

About eight* small kiln-
mounds, in a tight group but
apparently without waste
heaps. Adjacent to the pre-
turnpike road from Chapel en
le Frith to Peak Forest.

Bee Low West SK 08607910 M L Late Cl8
and/or
early Cl9

Now substantially removed,
with only three kiln-mounds
surviving, but previously with
20 2l* predominantly large
kiln-mounds, mostly with
waste heaps; some clustered
and others to west spaced.

Bee Low SE SK 09257875 M L c18? Ten to twelve kiln-mounds,
only two now with waste
heaps. Also two oval clamp
kilns on site. The adjacent
footpath is probably a

traditional route from Peak
Forest to Chapel en le Frith.
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B CDEFG H

Small Dale SK 09607820 VS CL 1807 Early Cl9 One kiln-mound with waste

heap active in 1807, another
smaller example in the next
field is probably a field kiln.
The latter lies in a field named
Kiln Close on an estate map
of 1772.

LoadsKnoll SK07907925 S L CT
CR

cl8? Four to five kiln-mounds in a
tight group but with no waste

heaps. Adjacent to the pre-

turnpike road from Chapel en

le Frith to Peak Forest. The
kilns were probably out ofuse
by 1790s when the area
proposed for development by
the Peak Forest Canal
Company.

RidgeClose SK08307845 S CR Late Cl8
and/or
early Cl9

Five* or six* large kiln-
mounds with waste heaps,

now destroyed. Close to
Farey's Black Hole limekilns
but these were in the tramway
quarries and thus presumably
not part ofthe same

limeburning enterprise.

Loads Marsh SK08707800 VS? 1807 Early Cl9 One kiln shown in use on
1807 map - site now
destroyed.

Dove Holes SK 07657770 L L CT 1675
t79t
l 813

MidclT
at latest
to late ClS

Perhaps about 40-50* kiln-
mounds surviving, although
the kilns themselves are
difficult to identify in amongst
a jumble of contiguous
features visible on the air
photographs; site now part-
destroyed. Adjacent to the
pre-turnpike roads from
Chapel en le Frith to
Wormhill and Buxton. Kilns
noted by Farey as disused in
l8l3 and the l80l turnpike
cuts through part ofthe
complex.
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Higher
Bibbington East

sK 081s7695 S L ct7
andf or
ct8

Loose cluster of three to five
surviving small kiln-mounds
with no waste heaps; possibly
field kilns. Adjacent to
Longridge Lane, probably a
pre-turnpike road from
Chapel en le Frith to
Wormhill.

Higher
Bibbington West

SK07807675 VS L CT 1 840

I 849

Two or possibly three* kiln-
mounds, now partially
destroyed. Including one
surviving large and
presumably sunken kiln with
two exceptionally large waste
heaps, shown on mid l9th
century maps. The others are
presumably somewhat earlier.
Close to the 1801 turnpike.

Early?-
Mid c19

Fairfield Common SK 07607480 S A Late C18
and/or
early Cl9

Now badly damaged but with
evidence for about 6 kiln-
mounds. Adjacent to 1758

turnpike.

SherbrookDell SK06057195 S A cl8
and/or
early Cl9

At least six relatively large
kiln-mounds and waste heaps.
At the terminal of the 1724

turnpike. A deeper quarry
immediately to the north-east
of the kilns is shown on the
1840 Ordnance Survey map.

Grin Hill SE SK 05607135 VS A l8l3? EarlyCl9? One large kiln-mound.
Possibly the kiln referred to
by Farey as at Ferney
Bottom. Adjacent to 1773

turnpike.

Grin Hill sK04807210 L C cR 1813

1 840

LateClT
at latest
to mid C19

At least 120 kiln-mounds
surviving; but about 40oZ of
site removed (see Leach 1 996a
lor details). Adjacent to
turnpikes of 17 59, 1765 and
1773, and the Cromford and
High Peak Railway of 1831 .

Stanley Moor SK 04607150 S A CR Mid cl9 Ten widely spaced large kiln-
mounds and one possible
small fleld kiln at the south
end, next to one of the large
sale-kilns (see Leach 1996a

for details). Adjacent to
turnpikes of 1765 and 1773,
and the Cromford and High
Peak Railway of 1831.
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Countess Cliff SK 05197133 VS Early Cl9? One kiln mound with waste
heap; possibly a field kiln.

Thirkelow SK05406920 M A CR 1813 Cl1 or
early Cl8?
to early
or mid Cl9

Extensive complex over
several outcrops. 38 kiln-
mounds survive with a wide
range of sizes. Turnpike road
to kilns proposed in 177 3

(Roberts 1992, 57 -9), not
certainly completed. North
end of complex, with large
kilns, close to the Cromford
and High Peak Railway of
1831 .

Brier Low SK08706940 VS? A CR cl8
andf or
early C19?

Now buried by modern
quarry waste. Only two* or
three* kiln-mounds visible
beyond active spoil heap
when photographed.
Adjacent to a turnpike of
1770, close to one of l75l and
below the Cromford and
High Peak Railway of 1831.

6 sK 10706500 vs A 1813? Late C18
to
?early Cl9

Two or probably three kiln-
mounds, without waste heaps

and possibly farm kilns.
There is also a vertical
masonry kiln nearby to the
west, which may be the kiln
referred to by Farey.

Adjacent to 1765 turnpike.

Crowdecote

In some cases, there is ambiguity over which sites should be treated as independent
from others in the same vicinity. For example, adjacent to and below Grin Hill, there is a

flat area at Stanley Moor to the south, which while conjoined is separated here, as the

kilns are somewhat different in character as they are widely spaced and all of late date.

At LinacrelLinacre South-West, Eldon Hill West/Perrydale, Peak Forest/Gautries Hill
and Grin Hill/Grin Hill East, there are outlying sites of similar character, but these are

treated independently, mostly because of the gaps with no quarrying between the clusters;

we do not know in each case whether or not they were originally seen as one and built by
the same limeburners. In the case of Peak Forest and Thirkelow there are several focal
points to the complexes, but these are treated as one, as the character is similar (if
variable within each cluster in some cases) in each area. [n contrast, in the Barmoor/Bee
Low and Higher Bibbington areas the spaced-complexes have different characteristics

from cluster to cluster and thus are treated separately. Similarly, while Linacre South-
West and Slitherstone South-East are adjacent they are probably of different date and in
different parishes and thus they are treated separately. The three kilns at Slitherstone
(SE, SW, NW) are sited widely apart and thus listed separately. However, these are set
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at similar intervals apart and may have been planned together as a limeburning complex

which failed to take off. These sites are also problematic in that while the kilns are similar
in character and size, only one has a waste heap; At the other two it is conjectural if the

waste was used locally for agricultural purposes but the lime sold commercially, or
whether they may have been a planned agricultural venture with the lime used to improve
the large pasture within which they are sited.

Two further sites with earthen sale-kilns are known elsewhere in the Peak which are

beyond the scope of this paper, but are noted here briefly. At Bradwell in the Hope
Valley, l0 kilns were recorded as in use in 1650 (BM Wolley MSS, 6668, folio 35), but
these appear now to have been destroyed; how long the site was in use and how many
kilns there were in total, is not known. At Cauldon Low in Staffordshire several earthen
sale-kilns survive, which presumably date from the late I 8th or early l9th century phases

of this important lime producing site (Currie 1979) . A cursory inspection from roads and
footpaths in early 2003, identified at least 14 kilns spread over an area of about 500

hectares to either side of the A52 between Red House and Hoften's Cross, centred at SK
080480; some are in danger of removal by current quarrying and it seems likely that a
significant number further north have already been destroyed. The surviving kilns, which
are of 'earthen sale-kiln' type, are mostly large, each with an extensive quarry, often with
unquarried land between .In 1777 the quarries and kilns here were linked by tramway to
the Froghall wharf of the Caldon Branch of the Trent and Mersey Canal. In the early
lgth century Farey described the limeworks here as'very extensive' and the kilns as 30

feet deep, perhaps suggesting that by this date some vertical masonry kilns were

employed; however, some of those that survive today are comparable in size and design

to traditional kilns of l9th century date at Stanley Moor and Higher Bibbington West
and are likely to be of similar date.

The following sections examine the earthen sale-kiln complex sizes, histories, quarry
character, kiln design, distribution and sources of coal for all those in the north-west
Peak.

Complex Sizesr Taking all known sites listed in Table 6, they fall within the following size

categories:

Large (more than 40 kilns) - Peak Forest, Dove Holes and Grin Hill.
Medium (ll-40 kilns) - Eldon Hill West, Bee Low West, Bee Low South-East and

Thirkelow.
Small (4-10 kilns) - Linacre, Perrydale, Barmoor, Loads Knoll, Ridge Close, Fairfield

Common, Sherbrook Dell, Stanley Moor and possibly Higher Bibbington East.

Very Small (l-3 kiln$ - Linacre South-West, Gautries Hill, Hernstone Lane Head,
Tideswell Moor, Small Dale, Loads Marsh, Higher Bibbington West, Grin Hill
South-East, Brier Low and possibly Slitherstone South-East, Slitherstone South-
West, Slitherstone North-West, Peak Forest East, Countess Cliffand Crowdecote.

While there are seven sites with over l0 kilns each, the majority have fewer kilns. Grin
Hill and Peak Forest stand out because of their size. The former has about 120 kilns
surviving but may have had about 200 originally if kiln density was similar in the areas

of destruction to those areas with surviving kilns. This compares with Peak Forest with
only 129-138 kilns. It is hard to estimate how many kilns there once were at Dove Holes,
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although limeburning probably covered a significantly smaller area than at the two other
complexes and thus there may not have been more than perhaps 75 kilns. Of those
complexes of medium size, the two at Bee Low are separated by the 20th century Bee

Low quarry; originally it may be they were parts of a single complex with about 30-45
kilns. In contrast, Thirkelow appears largely complete and may have had about
40-45 kilns originally. Eldon Hill West, with 14-17 kilns, abuts the modern Eldon Hill
quarry workings, but the wall between them is an ancient one and the limeburning may
never have extended eastwards.

Historical Notes, Qaarry Character and Kiln Designz The largest and best known
limeburningcomplex in the region is that at Grin Hill. This has been described previously
in detail and the report includes complexes listed here as Grin Hill, Grin Hill East and
Stanley Moor (Leach 1996a); only a summary is given here. There have been kilns on
Grin Hill since at least the lTth century. When Hartington Manor was purchased by the
Cavendish family in1662 there were'domestic'kilns and apparently sale-kilns in use. The
earliest surviving Chatsworth Estate rental for sale-kilns dates to 1698. From this date
until 1787 the kilns were rented to the Brock family, while further kilns were operated by
the Dickenson family on their adjacent freehold land between 1738 and 1793.lnl766,the
same year as the assessment of the Peak Forest kilns by Mr Barnes, the Brock kilns were
valued for the Estate. At this time Mr Brock proposed to work eight kilns employing five
men at each. However, it is recorded in surviving estate accounts from 1767-72 that he
was subletting the kilns to others and the overall rent on land and kilns was f37 lOs per
year, thus he was using either less than eight kilns or their rent was less than the f,5 per kiln
charged at Peak Forest. After the Brocks gave up the kilns, the rent on eight kilns was f,5
each in 1788-1790. The Estate managed the kilns in-house from 179l-1798 and again in
1803-1817. In both 1793 and 1805 only 5 kilns were in use. In the period 1798-1802 when
they were again rented, the overall rent was f,300 per annum. Taken at face value, if there
were five kilns, then the rent had increased from f,5 to f,60 each. Even if several more kilns
were in operation, this suggests radical improvement in their efficiency and/or profitabil-
ity. From I 818, after the local limeburning industry had become less profitable (see below)
the kilns were rented at f,25 per kiln.

Today on Grin Hill there are at least 120 kilns remaining but about 40o/o of the site has
been removed by later deep quarrying and modern landscaping. On the north side of the
hill, and probably on the largely'improved' west side, the kiln-mounds were small and
there is stratigraphic evidence for a gradual move up the hill through time. As usual, each
kiln has a shallow quarry upslope and waste heap downslope, many with a sloping top.
As the upper part of the hill is reached the kiln-mounds and waste heaps get larger. These
often have visible barrow runs from quarry to kiln-top and the waste heaps are mostly
flat-topped. These upper kilns are thought to mostly date from the late lSth and early
l9th century, although they also appear to be shown on the 1840 Ordnance Survey map
and thus some may still have been in use at this time. On the south side of the hill there
are two sets of four large kiln-mounds spaced along the hillside with access trackways.
These date from the early to mid 19th century and they are again marked on the 1840
map. It may be that these late kilns were used in an equivalent way to banks of vertical
masonry kilns in that firing was staggered so that continuous production was achieved
(John Leach pers. comm.). On Stanley Moor there are ten large spaced kiln-mounds with
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access tracks which are not on the 1840 map and thus probably date from the 1840s and
1850s. The banks of vertical masonry kilns built from 1858 onwards in Grin Quarry have

been removed and the deep quarry landscaped, although its impressive deep face, worked
tntll1972, remains.

The kiln complex at Dove Holes is also known to have early origins; it is documented
in the 'General Survey of the Manor of High Peak' of 1650, a document in the Wolley
Collection in the British Museum which also recorded the ten kilns at Bradwell (BM
Wolley MSS, 6668, folio 35):

All those Quarries or Pits of Limestone lyeing in ye Crofts by ye Dovehole neare Chapell Frith within
the wast grounds of the Manor aforesatd for the burning whereof there are at present fourteen kilns at
work or thereabouts the Kilns being set up ordinarily and taken down again by the people thereabouts

at their pleasure without any license in that behalf but if the benefit of digging and burning of
Lymestone there might be quietly enjoyed by one single person as tenant to the state whose right we

conceave it is wee value the same to be worth f7 per annum'

If this is taken at face value, then each kiln had a rental value of l0 shillings; this can be

compared with the cheaper price of 6s 8d for the Peak Forest kilns in the first half of the
1Sth century. The kilns are also shown on slightly later maps showing the commons.
Two versions dated 1675 show a cluster of kilns (shown schematically with eleven and
twelve kilns each) at about the location of the surviving concentration of kilns (anon.

1675). The kilns are also shown on Burdett's map of l79l (Harley et al.l975). However,
Farey writing in the early l9th century noted that the complex was out of use and
limeburning had moved north-east of the hamlet with the building of the Peak Forest
Tramway (see below).

The Dove Holes complex has not been examined in detail. From adjacent rights of
way it appears to comprise a complex series of intersecting quarries, kilns and waste
heaps. The kiln-mounds are all relatively small and no traces of access lanes and other
distinctive features were observed.

At the smaller sites, two of which are shown in Fig. ll, the following provisional
observations can be made. The norm is for the quarries to be relatively shallow and the
kiln-mounds have the lollowing size-ranges:

Small to large kiln-mounds and waste heaps - Eldon Hill West, Thirkelow.
Mostlv or all small rnds and waste heans - Barmoor, Higher Bibbington East.

Mostly or all moderate kiln-mounds and waste heaps - Perrydale, Gautries Hill,
Hernstone Lane Head, Bee Low South-East, Small Dale, Loads Knoll, Fairfield
Common.

Mostly or all large kiln-mounds and waste heaps - Linacre, Linacre South-West,
Slitherstone South-East, Slitherstone South-West, Slitherstone North-West,
Tideswell Moor, Bee Low West, Ridge Close, Higher Bibbington West, Sherbrook
Dell, Grin Hill South-East, Stanley Moor.

Distinctive features are:

Widely-spaced kilns - Slitherstone (South-East to North-West), Perrydale, Beelow
West, Stanley Moor.

Access tracks - Higher Bibbington West.

Deep quarries - Higher Bibbington West.
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Fig. ll: Sketch plans of limekiln complexes at Eldon Hill West and
Perrydale (after Ullathorne 2001 ).

Differences in kiln-mound/waste heap size and the presence or absence of features such

as atypically deep quarries and access trackways, as detailed above for Peak Forest and
also studied at Grin Hill, can be shown to relate to chronological development. At both
sites small kiln-mounds/waste heaps are early and often relatively closely spaced, within
areas of near-continuous quarries. In contrast, late kiln-mounds/waste heaps are usually
large and often these are linked to roads by carefully built access tracks. In some cases

these kilns are widely spaced across the landscape to give maximum potential for longer-
term use of the kiln. In a few instances further features such as tramways to feed the kiln,
deeper quarries, and double pots have been identifled.
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Fig. 12: The postulated dates of earthen sale-kilns in the north-western Peak District.

Particularly small kiln-mounds are common at Dove Holes and Grin Hill and are also
found in only a few other sites, in small numbers at Peak Forest, Barmoor, Thirkelow
and possibly High Bibbington East. These may well date to the lTth andlor early lSth
centuries.

In contrast, there are a greater number of sites with late characteristics. In the cases of
Eldon Hill West, Peak Forest, Grin Hill, Grin Hill East and Thirkelow an early 19th
century date is confirmed by Farey andlor the Peak Forest 1807 estate map. Mid l9th
century dating is conflrmed by the Ordnance Survey map of 1840 for Linacre, Linacre
South-West, Higher Bibbington West and Grin Hill. In some cases there are extreme
instances of late characteristics, such as the very large kiln-mounds and deep quarries at
Bibbington and the widely-spaced kilns at Stanley Moor which probably post-date 1840.

Plotting what is known about the date of all sites (Fig. l2), shows that the number of
17th century sites is restricted in number (6 maximum). However, by the second half of
the 18th century/early l9th century this number had greatly increased (29 maximum),
although many of the new sites have only a few kilns and were presumably mostly short-
lived. By the mid lgth century most sites had ceased production, the only traditional
limeburning site still certainly in work being at Grin Hill, which by this date had also

spread over the adjacent land at Stanley Moor. However, new sites had also developed

atLinacrelLinacre South-West and Higher Bibbington West, probably in opposition to
the Peak Forest Canal Company (see below). A small number of further independently-
owned kilns are documented around Dove Holes/Peak Dale and at Harper Hill at
Buxton, but in these instances the kilns were probably of the more-modern vertical
masonry type.

Distribution: These kilns are found in two main concentrations, to the north-east around
Dove Holes and Peak Forest, and to the south-west, just south of Buxton (Fig. l3). Both
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The Distribution of earthen sale-kilns in the north-western Peak District (l; Linacre,2;
Linacre SW, 3: Slitherstone SE,4: Slitherstone SW, 5: Slitherstone NW, 6: Eldon Hill
West,7: Perrydale,8: Gautries Hill,9: Peak Forest, 10: Peak Forest East, 11: Hernstone
Lane Head, 12: Tideswell Moor, 13: Barmoor, 14: Bee Low West, 15: Bee Low SE, 16:

Small Dale, 17: Loads Knoll, 18: Ridge Close, 19: Loads Marsh, 20: Dove Holes, 2l:
Higher Bibbington East, 22: Higher Bibbington West, 23: Fairfleld Common, 24:
Sherbrook Dell, 25: Grin Hill SE, 26: Grin Hill, 27: Stanley Moor, 28: Countess Cliff,
29: Thirkelow, 30: Brier Low, 3l: Crowdecote).
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clusters exploit good quality limestone at the edge of the limestone outcrop, thus
minimising distance to coal mines and markets to the west. Only a few small complexes
lay on the eastern fringes of both concentrations as here they were disadvantaged due to
greater transport costs and this is probably one of the main factors in their lack of
development. The largest of these eastern sites is at Linacre and this may well have had
an unusual history. It lies just east of Peak Forest Liberty and was operating in the l9th
century after the Duke of Devonshire had transferred his interest to supplying stone to
the Peak Forest Canal Company. Thus, it may well be the Linacre kilns were set up (by
person currently unknown) to provide a source of lime for the local market at time when
the Peak Forest area was out of bounds to prevent competition, forcing a more easterly
site. Similar observations can be made for the late Higher Bibbington West kilns south of
Dove Holes.

The small complex at Fairfield, midway between the two main clusters, is similarly
disadvantaged in that the only local coal was that on Combs Moss to the north-west.
This small isolated source had only very limited reserves and was not necessarily in work
at the same time as the kilns (see below).

Both the two main limeburning clusters have long and similar histories and it is only
in the l9th century with radical developments in transport networks that they took on
somewhat different trajectories before being abandoned (see below). Both were well
placed, but with different advantages and disadvantages. At Grin Hill the source of coal
was closer than the Dove Holes/Peak Forest area, but the most important non-local
market, centred on Manchester and Stockport, was that bit further away. The central
area between the two concentrations probably never developed extensive limeburning
because it did not have either ofthese two advantages.

Taking all known kilns in each cluster and allowing for destroyed sites where possible,

Table 7 shows that the original number of kilns in both areas is similar, with only a few
more in the north-east than the south-west. Looked at from this perspective, Grin Hill
looses its position of dominance, the real difference between the two main areas being
that the north-east kilns are more widely spread across the landscape.

Sources of Coal: The two main clusters of limeburning sites used different coal sources.
The south-western kilns, centred on Grin Hill, used coal from Axe Edge and Goyt's
Moss immediately to the west (Roberts and Leach 1985; Barnatt and Leach 1997). This
is also true for the Thirkelow kilns, but here the possibility that coal also came from the
continuation of the Axe Edge mines into Staffordshire at Orchard Common (Leach
1996b) should also be considered.

The bulk of the coal for the north-eastern kilns centred on Dove Holes and Peak
Forest came from the extensive collieries around Whaley Bridge (Leach 1992a). A letter
dated 1810 confirms this for the Peak Forest kilns (see above).

A potential alternative source of coal for the Dove Holes and Fairfield kilns is the
small colliery high in Combs Moss (Barnatt 1995). Documentation in the form of an

early I 8th century lease ( Leach 1992a, 17) and the listing by Farey in I 81 3 as a formerly
worked colliery suggest mining in the l8th century. However, although minor hollow
way routes head westwards towards Dove Holes and Buxton from the colliery, the main
routes off the moor head away from the limeburning complexes towards Chapel en le

Frith and Whaley Bridge.
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Total Zone
Original
Number of
Kilns

Original Siteslncluded
Number of
Kilns

North-East c.265-330 Linacrel
Slitherstone
Eldon Hill
Peak Forest

Bee Low

Dove Holes c. 50-90

Linacre, Linacre SW, Slitherstone SE,

Slitherstone SW, Slitherstone NW.
Eldon Hill West, Perrydale.
Peak Forest, Gautries Hill, Peak Forest East,
Hernstone Lane Head, Tideswell Moor.
Barmoor, Bee Low West, Bee Low SE, Small
Dale, Loads Knoll, Ridge Close, Loads
Marsh.
Dove Holes, Higher Bibbington East,
Higher Bibbington West.

c. l0

c.20
c.135-145

c. 50-65

Central c.5 Fairfield c. 5 Fairfield Common.

South-west c.245-2',70 Grin Hill

Thirkelow

c.200-220 Sherbrook Dell, Grin Hill South-East,
Countess Cliff, Grin Hill, Stanley Moor

c.45-50 Thirkelow, Brier Low, Crowdecote.

Table 7: The numbers of early limeburning sites in dffirent parts of the north-western Peak
limeburning area.

Introduction of Radical Changes in Design and Character in the Early 19th Century

Farey in l8l I lists kilns at Ferney Bottom, Grin Hill, Peak Forest and Thirkelow-gate
where fieldwork has revealed only earthen sale-kilns. However, no significant details of
their design or operation are given. In contrast, he describes in some detail the latest
vertical masonry kilns, some at least presumably of continuous type, and the texts for
some of these are instructive in that they highlight the strong differences between the two
types of kiln.

Mr Milne's kilns at Ashover were typical examples of the 'modern' kilns of the day,
and while not in the north-west Peak the description given is probably fairly typical of
many elsewhere. This is as follows:

'Whatever be the depth of the Kiln, it should be about one third of that in diameter near the top: one

sixth part of the depth of the Kiln at the top should be cylindrical, except the upper three or four
courses, which should draw in a little, to allow for burning away, which takes place principally at the

top edge: from the bottom of the cylindrical part, the ktln should diminish pretty regularly to the

bottom, where it should be about three feet diameter, and have two draw holes with a midfeather or
jaumb of stone between. The objects in view to be attained are, that the fire or burning may be confined
to the cylindrical part, allowing the lime to cool as it descends, by slow degrees, in the conical part,
along the sides of which it is desirable that the pieces of Lime should roll, or tumble, and not that the

whole mass of Lime should settle together, much less break down in a hole at the centre. The kilns
here seemfrom 20 to 25 feet deep.'

Those at Marple-Bridge on the Peak Forest Canal were an excellent example of the new
banks of vertical masonry kilns and associated structures being developed in the region
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in the early l9th century, and stand in strong contrast to the earthen sale-kilns as found
at Peak Forest. They are noted as:

'veryextensiveLimeKilnsburningStone.......,.fromBarmoorandDove-holeQuarries,inPeak
Forest, above mentioned: the structure and arrangements of these Lime-works are the most complete
that I have seen. Wherefour Locks occur near together on the Canal. A branch has been taken out of
the upper pound to a Dock, where the Stone and Coal Boats lie to unload, level with the tops of the
Kilns, which are 12 in number, and can burn 2500 bushels of Lime daily! From the bottom of the Kilns,
Rail-ways are laid, and conducted, some into a Boat-house, over two Boats that can lay in a Dock
connected with the lower pound of the Canal, and have their lading of Lime tipped or turned over them

from the Trams on the Rail-way, under cover from rain: others of the Rail-ways are conducted into a
Lime-house over four or five Carts or Waggons that can stand at the same time, and have the Lime
tippled into them, secure from the weather: and others to Tipples without covers. The Kilns are rather
egg-shaped, 36 feet deep, I 3 I feet diameter at top, and I 4l feet in the belly or widest place at nine feet
down; diminishing thence, to 3)feet diameter at bottom. Iron shovels are used to draw the Lime at 20
inches above the floors on which the Rail-ways are laid. Between the bottoms of the Kilns, roomy
arched Stables are constructed, in some of which the Farmersfeed and rest their Horses, while their
Carts and Waggons are loading, and others are let to the Boat-men for their towing Horses. The high
wall in the front of the kilns, being strengthened, and its line broken by some circular Buttresses, faced
so as to imitate an ancient Castle, has a good ffict, from its commanding situation, so far above the
Valley and Grounds at Mellor-Mills.'

He goes on to note that half the lime produced is removed by carts and wagons, three
quarters of which was used for agricultural purposes, the rest for cement, bleaching
houses and calico printers. The other half was removed northwards by canal.

One further site described had kilns that were presumably of continuous-type and this
was at Black Hole, Dove Holes, and is recorded as follows:

'at the head of the railway from the Peak Forest Canal . .. in occupation of Mr. George Pot,
being sunk considerably in the rock, a steep inclined Gang-way leads down to the Drawing Holes, and
a long Rope passes over a pully fixed at a distance from the top of this Gang-way, to the ends of which
the men employed in drawing the kiln, attach their Wheel-barrows, so that one man, in wheeling down
his empty Barrow, greatly assists another, who could not otherwise wheel up his loaded one: an
ingenious contrivance, that would prove useful in some other situations, for allowing depth enough of
Kilnfor the Lime to get properly cooled.'

The nearby kilns at Black Hole, Barmoor, were said to be in the Peak Forest Tramway
quarries but their character is not described; presumably they were similar. Kilns at
Buxworth and Disley are again not described; these lay next to the canal and those at
Buxworth were at the wharf, at the terminal of the tramway, and are known to have
comprised a bank of vertical masonry kilns.

A New Beginning: The Peak Forest Tramway and Quarrying in Dove Holes Dale

As already noted, limestone quarrying and limeburning changed radically in north-west
Derbyshire with the building of the Peak Forest Tramway (Hodgkins 1987; Ripley 1989;
Peak Dale Local History Group 1989; Leach 1992b). A brief review of developments
from inception to I 840 is given here; the latter date chosen for convenience as that of the
first map depiction of all the associated quarries, by the Ordnance Survey, and a date by
which quarrying in the Peak Forest areahad been transformed.
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The tramway, which originally was to be about Skm long, was specifically designed to
carry limestone from the Peak District down to the Peak Forest Canal at Buxworth,

which was built concurrently and led via the Ashton Canal to the Manchester area. The

Act of Parliament that approved construction was passed in 1794 and work on the

Buxworth to Marple stretch of the canal, and probably on the tramway, was finished in
1796.The northern section olthe canal beyond Marple was opened in 1800 but the

Marple locks, which linked the two parts, were not finished until 1807.

The original intention was to quarry limestone at Lord's (Load's) Knoll (Fig. 14, A),
at the head of the tramway and just within Peak Forest Liberty, on land owned by the

Duke of Devonshire. This quarry must have been trialed in about 1796 but the stone was

soon found to be significantly sub-standard because ofunanticipated chert beds, as noted

above. Thus, the tramway was soon extended into Dove Holes Dale and it is known they

were making a cutting for this through limestone at Blackhole in 1798. At this stage, it
appears the plan to use the Duke's limestone had been shelved. Negotiations to quarry

more accessible stone in Dove Holes Dale in the Hallsteads area (Chapel en le Frith
Liberty) had also been successfully concluded with different landowners from 1794

onwards. Initially the major 1794 contract was with Richard Kirk for his Hallsteads

Estate, and others followed shortly afterwards with Thomas Gisbourne, Anthony Bellot

and Samuel Frith. The quarries appear to have opened inl'797 and in l798itwas planned

to take 20,000 tons from Gisborne's Estate alone. Most of the quarrying was by

agreement and thus the stone was purchased from the landowners. It was not until 1819

that the company purchased what had previously been Kirk's Estate at Hallsteads and

quarried its own stone.

In the early years the intention was to move most of the limestone down the tramway

to kilns alongside the canal. Stone was being taken to these from 1797 at latest and early

limeburning sites included those at the canal basin at Buxworth, and others further along

the canal at Disley, Marple, Romiley and Hyde, all of which had kilns by about 1800.

In 1800 the Peak Forest Canal Company expanded its quarrying activity and proposed

to increase it workforce in the quarries to 200. Farey stated that by 1808 annual
production had reached 50,000 tons of stone transported down the tramway. A map of
1807 shows the head of the tramway only a short distance into Black Hole (Fig. 14,B),
but with quarries extending beyond on the west side of the dale (Fig. 14, C). This point
(B) may well be the tramway destination reached in 1798-1800. It is also probable that a
quarry further south (Fig. 14, D) was also active at this time and may be that referred

too in 1798; it certainly existed in 1808 (see below) and was perhaps also working in the

18th century before the tramway was conceived. This land may be that belonging to
Thomas Gisbourne, who acquired his Hallsteads Estate in 1742 and quarried stone from
shortly afterwards; kilns here are specifically mentioned in documents of 1789 and 1793.

However, it is unclear what type these were, and they may have been of traditional type

and located within the main l7th to l8th century Dove Holes limeburning complex
(Fig. 14, E).

In 1800 an Act of Parliament was drafted with the blessing of the Duke of Devonshire

to extend the tramway from Barmoor Clough to Sparrowpit and thus provide tramway

access to the Peak Forest kilns. However, this Act fell foul of procedure and was never

passed, thus the line was not built. A later proposal, with a surviving plan drawn by Joel
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Fig. 14: The development of quarries in Dove Holes Dale between 1799 and 1840 after the
building of the Peak Forest Tramway (based on the 1840 Ordnance Survey map with
additions).

Hawkyard in 1815, was that a tramway should be built to Ashopton via Sparrowpit,
Mam Tor and Lose Hill, this also came to nothing.

Farey, writing in about 1808-10, stated that there were two sets of kilns in Dove Holes
Dale. Those at Blackhole/Barmoor were adjacent to the tramway, while the second set

at Blackhole/Dove Holes were built by 'Mr George Pot' (Potts) in 1808. The latter kilns
were stated to lie at the head of the tramway and were fed from Mr Gisborne's quarry.
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This strongly suggests that in 1808 the tramway was extended to somewhere west of the

Bull Ring henge (Fig. 14, F), although the exact location of the kilns is not known and

the position shown on Fig. 14 is conjectural. Another development at this time may well
be the creation of the small quarry on the Duke's land at the tramway head shown on the
1807 map (Fig. 14, G); this could be the site of the northern set of kilns and explains
Farey's comment that these quarries were in the north-west corner of Peak Forest. If this
is the case, then the kilns here must have been amongst those managed by Edward White,
as there is no identifiable independent income in the 1808 Peak Forest accounts; the small

size of the quarry here suggests these kilns were short-lived.
In l8ll the Canal Company committee recommended they try to purchase further

stone from the Cavendish Estate, or if this was not possible, from landowners on the

south-east side of Dove Holes. The latter scheme was adopted first and an agreement to
extend the tramway and to quarry was reached with Mr Eyre. This is presumably the
quarry shown on the 1840 map and later in the 1840s listed in the tithe appointment as

held by Nathaniel Woodroofe (Fig. 14, H). This search for more stone may suggest that
the then active quarries in the dale adjacent to the tramway were nearing a point where

they would be worked-out; the undated quarry on the east side of the dale (Fig. 14, I)
was presumably in work sometime in the 1807-1820 period.

In 1816 negotiations were started with the Duke's agent and it appears the Duke had
obtained an Act of Parliament in this year to extend the tramway. This was probably
finished in l8l7 and the estate accounts show a substantial annual income from 1818

onwards derived from selling stone (Table I ). This came from various stone pits shown

on the 1840 map at Newline Quarry (Fig. 14, J) and what later became known as

Holderness Quarry (Fig. 14, K); much of the quarried limestone was burnt at canal-side
kilns, while some was used as roadstone.

To understand the eventual fate of the Peak Forest kilns it is important to reconstruct
the Duke of Devonshire's changing strategy with regard to the Peak Forest Tramway.
The first plan of action was to gain income from stone quarried at Lord's (Load's) Knoll;
however, this was doomed to failure because the stone proved unsuitable. It was

recognised the kilns at Peak Forest and Grin Hill would suffer a fall in income, but it was

thought this would be balanced by the sale of stone at Lord's (Load's) Knoll. It is unclear
if the longer-term plan at this stage was to close the kilns. After Lord's (Load's) Knoll
Quarry failed there must have been consternation when it became clear that other
peoples' land, in Chapel Liberty, was to provide the bulk or all stone for the Canal
Company. A resulting plan to redress this was the tramway extension proposed in 1800,

running to Sparrowpit and the Peak Forest kilns; this plan again failed. As a result of
this, it was decided to run the limekilns on the Duke's land in-house by the Estate,
presumably starting when existing rental agreements expired; at Grin Hill from 1803 and

Peak Forest from 1806. All the signs are that the motive here was to run the kilns on
more profltable industrialised lines and this venture may perhaps have been seen as

operating in opposition to the Canal Company's limeburning business. In 181I the Sixth
Duke of Devonshire succeeded his father; it is not known if he was content to follow
existing Estate practice here or had new ideas. However, whichever was the case, the new

Duke eventually bowed to the inevitable, after the collapse of another scheme to build a
tramway to Sparrowpit (and beyond), and in 1816-18 allowed large-scale quarrying by
the Canal Company to start on his Peak Forest land. Perhaps the previous strategy of
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industrialisation of the Estate kilns was intended to worry the Canal Company
sufficiently to persuade then to work the Fifth Duke's stone. That the Company were
desirous to open negotiations in 1811, the year ofthe succession, but that these took
several years to come to fruition, suggests that the Sixth Duke made a genuine attempt
to make his own kilns competitive.

From l8l8 onwards, after securing significant income from the Canal Company, the
Estate seem to have been content to lease the kilns at Peak Forest Liberty (1 kiln) and
Grin Hill (3 kilns). Given the location, that at Peak Forest (assuming it was at the main
complex as seems likely rather than adjacent to the tramway) would have had
predominantly local trade. Closure in 1823 may have been an intentional act to protect
the income from the Canal Company, a decision having perhaps been taken not to allow
kilns to operate in Peak Forest. However, it was perhaps this closure which provided the
incentive for others to set up in business outside Peak Forest, at Linacre and Dove Holes,
to cater for the local market. In contrast to Peak Forest, the kilns at Grin Hill probably
retained some of their regional trade to the south and west, into parts of Derbyshire,
Staffordshire and Cheshire. The greater capacity to earn more profit than that at Peak
Forest is reflected in rents off,25 and f,20 respectively.

By 1840 the Canal Company had become less profltable because of competition from
the Cromford and High Peak Railway and a resulting fall in trade and prices. This
railway served the kilns at Grin Hill and recently-built kilns at Harper Hill. Nearer Peak
Forest, the Canal Company had competition from five documented kilns near Dove
Holes (as well as those at Linacre). These included the traditionally designed kilns at
Higher Bibbington West (Fig. 14, L) and others in Dove Holes Dale near Peak Dale
(Fig. 14, M). Carters brought coal from Furness Vale and Whaley Bridge to the kilns
and exchanged it for lime in traditional fashion, selling the latter in Manchester at prices
that could match those of the Canal Company (Hodgkins 1987, 86-87).

INTERPRETATION OF THE PEAK FOREST LIMEBURNING COMPLEX

The above review of the limeburning complexes in the north-west Peak now allows that
at Peak Forest to be interpreted in context. While there was a growing trend regionally
for the application of lime on fields from the l6th century, together with a rebuilding of
many vernacular buildings in stone from the early 17th century for which lime for mortar
was needed, the limeburning at Peak Forest perhaps had to wait for the 1655-65
deforestation before it was started. Estate accounts for Peak Forest are missing for the
second half of the 17th century, but in 1707 the earliest surviving account includes the
rental of sale-kilns. Throughout the life of the kiln complex, from the mid to late llth
century to the early 19th, ultimate control was in the hands of the Earls, and from 1694,

Dukes of Devonshire.
From the second half of the lSth century onwards there is evidence that the Devonshire

Estate had a demonstrable concern with increasing profits from its main sources of
mineral wealth through maximising industrialisation, as for example at the Ecton mines
(Robey and Porter 1972; Porter and Robey 2000; Barnatt in prep.). Here, from 1760

onwards, they not only managed the rich copper and lead mine in-house, and introduced
the latest underground pumping, draining, winding and haulage technology, but also
controlled smelters here and at Whiston. These smelters used coal from the Estate's own
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mines and also timber/charcoal from the Estate was used at the mines and smelters.

Waste limestone from the main Ecton mine was burnt in a kiln (at the Apes Tor entrance
to the mine) for use on the Estate farms. The Estate helped develop the road network to
make this integrated approach to exploitation possible. One of the main questions in
mind, when the study of the Peak Forest limekilns began, was could evidence for similar
industrialisation be found here?

The results of the study presented show that while there are 129-138 kilns at the Peak
Forest limekiln complex, which looked at today superficially appears to be an extensive
industrial complex, the features accumulated gradually over about 150 years. In any one
year documentation shows there were only ever a small number of kilns operating and
this was normally five or under (see below). Thus, the income to the Estate was relatively
small until the kilns were managed in-house in the early l9th century.

Early Limeburning

IJntll1767 the rent charged per kiln was only 6s/8d, thus at most the income was f2ll3sl
4d per annum and was often half this (Table 1). As detailed above, these early kilns had

small mounds, were almost certainly of intermittent type, and each was rented
independently to local farmers and smallholders. Barnes writing in 1766 indicates
limeburning was a seasonal occupation, taking place in the summer half of the year, and
this was probably a tradition established from the start. In the four years betweet 1736

and 1748 where details are available (Table 2), there were frequent changes in who rented
kilns. In only four instances did the same people take kilns for two or three of the years,

while in eight instances this was for only one year out of four. How frequently each kiln
was used over the summer is not known. However, it may be that they were only used at
slack times when other agricultural work allowed. For this early phase at least, the

evidence confirms that the work here at this time should be described as proto-industrial
rather than industrial in character.

Limeburning in the Second Half of the Eighteenth Century

That the rent for kilns in 1767 were suddenly increased to f,5 per kiln, a flfteen-fold
increase, suggests radical changes took place at this date. These are elucidated by the
surviving Barnes papers dating to 1766-67. The scheme put forward by Mr Barnes
included payment of seven men per kiln on a regular basis over the six month summer
period. It may well be that, while kilns continued to be rented individually after this date,
the change in 1767 was indeed radical in that full-time limeburners took over the kilns
and ran them on a fully commercial basis rather than as a supplement to income from
elsewhere. What prompted this radical change at this time in uncertain; one possibility is

that when the fourth Duke died in 17 64 his son was a minor and the Estate was run on
his behalf for several years by trustees. It may have been their concern with maximising
income that prompted the change; the kilns at Grin Hill were also valued in 1766,
indicating a more general re-assessment of rents from limeburning. Alternatively, the
change may be seen as part of a broader trend, as exemplified at Ecton in 1760, to
implement then current ideas on good industrial practice. However, as noted above,
while output may have been maximised, limeburning at Peak Forest, and at other sites

such as Grin Hill, these was still relatively small-scale operations.
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A related issue is the question of whether or not kiln design was changed radically
from 1767. Leach has previously suggested that some at least of the large earthen sale-

kilns at Grin Hill of late 1Sth century date onwards, comparable to those at Peak Forest

of similar date, were continuous kilns (Leach 1996a, 116-12l). There are three
particularly tall kiln-mounds on the south side of Grin Hill built in the first half of the

lgth century and he is now of the opinion that only at these can a strong case can be

made for this and these should be viewed as hybrid examples (John Leach pers. comm.).

The issue of whether larger earthen sale-kilns were of intermittent or continuous type

cannot be resolved here and probably cannot be properly addressed without archaeolo-
gical excavation at one or preferably several kilns. Taking a fresh look at the evidence

currently available as a whole, without benefit of knowledge from excavation, this
strongly suggests that interpretation as continuous type kilns does not apply axiomatic-
ally to large earthen sale-kilns in general, and even with the three Grin Hill kilns it is far
from unequivocal.

Firstly, there is the issue of kiln design. At Peak Forest and Grin Hill there is no radical
introduction of kilns of obviously different design in the second half of the l8th century,
rather kiln-mounds of similar shape gradually become larger. The small early kiln-
mounds are probably of intermittent type, particularly given their date, taking the classic

view that they are not tall enough to be used except for 'single-flring' followed by
emptying, rather than 'continuous-firing'. However, even here there is an element of
doubt, for while continuous kilns are made tall to incorporate pre-heating, burning and

cooling zones, where there is an abundance ofcheap fuel as in the north-west Peak, the

economy of a pre-heating zone may have been dispensed with (John Leach pers. comm.) .

The larger late kiln mounds are tall enough to surround kiln-pots over 5m in height and

thus could be used as classic continuous kilns. However, whether the kiln pots are

actually this deep is a matter of speculation, as none have been emptied in modern times

to test their depth. The kiln-mounds that look the highest from the downslope side are

on steeper slopes and it is not clear to what depth the kiln pot is sunk in the bedrock or
even if this is the case at many examples. The actual pot depth may be no more than
3-4m,even at many of the larger kiln-mounds. Even when deep enough, kilns should not
be assumed to have been used for 'continuous-firing' as their design is equally suitable

for 'single-firing'.
One possible hint that the latter was the case is provided by the large number of kilns

where the pot rim appears to have been removed on the downslope side (e.g. Leach

1996a, plate 2); the removal of this part of the structure was norrnal practice at

intermittent kilns, as they was emptied from here. Not a single example at Peak Forest,

Grin Hill or elsewhere in the north-west Peak, has been found where there are visible

signs of stone-retained passages for removing lime at the base of the kiln on the

downslope side. While sometimes they have a hollow at the base of the mound, suggesting
there was a draft hole in many cases, it may be that more obvious or complex structures

are to be expected if the kilns were of the continuous-type and emptied from a drawing
hole; some of these should perhaps be visible today as such structures are occasionally

seen at field kilns in the region. Alternatively, holes for lighting, drafting and emptying
may have been timber-lined and have left no visible surface traces. If these were relatively
large and thus suitable for emptying the kilns, their collapse could offer an alternative
explanation for the lowering of pot rims above.
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Another potential but ambiguous factor against the interpretation of the large earthen
sale-kilns as of continuous-type is that superficially at least they appear to provide no
protection against wet weather, thus if emptying had to be an ongoing daily activity then
presumably a signiflcant proportion of the lime would be spoilt by water. It they were
intermittent kilns then emptying could be delayed if necessary until dry weather
prevailed. However, as noted above, it is known that in Devon late lSth century kilns
had crude wooden shelters to overcome this problem which have left no trace today.
Barnes's reference in 17 66 to the provision of ' Cobines for Shelter in Raney whether' may
indicate that similar flimsy structures were employed, which would perhaps be adequate
in summer when the limeburning was taking place, if not suitable for a Peak winter.

A further clue is perhaps provided by the particulars of Mr Barnes's scheme, for while
he describes the workforce as comprising two quarrymen, two stone breakers and carters
to the kilns, one man loading the kiln with stone and coal, and one general helper, there
is no mention of a man or men to empty the kiln. However, as noted above he appears to
have calculated for seven men and perhaps omitted to list a further task. If the kilns were
of continuous-type emptying these would have been an important regular task
undertaken at least once daily. Alternatively, if the kilns were intermittent, as seems more
likely at this date, the error should be alternatively interpreted. Barnes may well have
been describing a workforce whose most time-consuming task was to obtain stone and
load an intermittent kiln, and that as a firing only took place intermittently this was not
a job which required extra labour and could be carried out by one or more of the men
more commonly employed at other tasks.

Limeburning in the Early Nineteenth Century

A second point of possible radical change at the Peak Forest limeburning complex can
be identified in the early l9th century. At Peak Forest the Devonshire Estate took the
kiln management in-house in 1806. At Grin Hill this process started earlier, with the
kilns first taken in-house in l79l for seven years and then again in 1803. This change in
management, combined with radical rent increases from f,5 per kiln at both sites, to f,20
at Peak Forest andL25 at Grin Hill in 1818, when the kilns were again rented, may again
suggest change in the character of working practice andlor the technology employed.
Again there is no obvious change in kiln design except that kiln-mounds appear to have
become gradually even larger. One departure may have been the achievement of
continuous if seasonal production through direct management by staggering the firing of
different kilns in the complex. The placing of kilns in coherent and easily identified small
groups could support this suggestion. The adoption of continuous-type kilns cannot be
discounted, but some of the same ambiguities and problems as discussed for 1767 still
apply.Whether Estate investment in somewhat larger kilns, together with a more general
refurbishment of the complexes at Peak Forest and Grin Hill, was sufficient to justify
fourfold/fivefold rent increases is unclear. However, an explanation may be simply that,
through direct management, the Estate concluded that these new rents were sustainable.

As detailed above, the eventual death of the limeburning industry at the Peak Forest
complex was inevitable from 1800 with the building of the Peak Forest tramway and the
failure to pass an Act of Parliament to extend this to the Peak Forest kilns. The last kiln
in the main complex closed in 1823 at latest. After this date the land was fully turned
over to other uses; in large areas of the complex it was already many years since any
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limestone had been quarried and burnt. Over most of the complex the ground was so
uneven and the soils often so thin that the grazing was presumably poor. Thus, signiflcant
parts of the complex were planted with trees in the 1830s. Two relatively small woods to
the north-west and a roadside plantation to the south-west remain today. Three larger
woods, located on the steep north-facing slope of Haddock Low, on the far slope to the
south-east and across the road to the north-east, have now been removed. Harratt
Grange Farm was not built until the second half of the l9th century.

Limeburning Elsewhere in the Peak Forest Liberty in Relation to that at the Main
Complex

Throughout this paper it has been assumed that the 18th and early l9th century
Chatsworth accounts refer to the limeburning complex described here; this is
undoubtedly the case. However, as noted above, it may well be that these financial
records also apply to other kilns in Peak Forest. There are several places where 'earthen
sale kilns' exist, and as the Cavendish Family owned most of Peak Forest it is likely that
their operation is amalgamated in the summary accounts. It may well be that, irrespective
of precise location, all sale-kilns on Estate land were included in the one line entry for
kiln rental. If this is the case, it is important to establish the degree to which the accounts
are biased by sites elsewhere at Peak Forest.

Table 8lists all sites in Peak Forest on land controlled by the Cavendish family through
the lSth and l9th centuries and sometimes earlier. It demonstrates that while other
individual limeburning sites in Peak Forest are small when compared with the main
complex, cumulatively,theT0-82 known kilns away from this is a significant proportion
of the total (35% of certain kilns). The table also gives the approximate average number
of kilns in use per decade. While a very crude measure, for it uses broad time divisions,
and does not allow for smaller sites being short lived and for larger sites changing in scale
through their lives, it does allow rough comparisons through time to be made. The
figures show that up until the mid lSth century only approximately three out of four
kilns were located at the main complex. In the second half of the 18th century the trend
for various sites to be used increased and only just over one in two kilns were at the main
site. In the early 19th century this dropped to nearly one in three. This last approximation
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THEMAINCOMPLEX

A C D

Peak Forest
Gautries Hill

129-138 lateClT to early Cl9
l-2 late C18 or early C19

1650-1700 1700-1750
7.6 7.6

1750-1800 1800-1820
7.6 7.6

0.1 0.1

TOTAL 130-139 7.6 7.6 7.7 1.1

OTHERS

A B C D

Slitherstone
Eldon Hill
West
Perrydale

0-3
t4-t7

4

Peak Forest I +
East
Hernstone l-2
Lane Head
Barmoor 8

Bee Low West 20-21
Bee Low SE 10-12
Small Dale I
Loads Knoll 4-5
Ridge Close 5-6

Loads Marsh I +

late Cl8 to early Cl9
late Cl8 to early Cl9

late Cl8 and/or
early Cl9
late C18 or early C19

late Cl8 or early Cl9

Cl7 and/or Cl8
C17 and/or C18
Cl7 and/or Cl8
early Cl9
cl8?
late Cl8 andfor
early C19
Early C19

0.5
1.3

0.7

0.5
1.3

0.7

0.5
1.3

0.7

0.4
0.7

1650-1700 1700-1750 1750-1800 1800-1820
0.0 0.0
2.0 2.0

0.6 0.6

0.1 0.1

0.1 0.1

0.5

0.4
0.7

0.5

TOTAL 70_79 2.5 2.9 6.4 4.5

Table 8: Early limeburning sites in Peak Forest Liberty.

Site name
Number of kilns
Postulated date range
Approximate number of kilns per decade - the average given derived from a
division ofthe number ofcertain kilns and postulated date range.

Key

Column A
Column B
Column C
Column D

fits well with kilns depicted on the 1807 Estate map of Peak Forest where there were six

active kilns at the main complex and three elsewhere.

At the main Peak Forest complex it seems likely that the overall rate of new kiln
construction within the complex was somewhere in the region of one per year. This can

be set against the known number of kilns rented per year in Peak Forest Liberty as a

whole from 1707 to 1823 (Fig. l5). In the first half of the 18th century this was mostly in
the range three to five kilns per year, except for increases in five separate years ofup to
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eight rented kilns between 1819 and 1835. In the second half of the lSth century this
mostly rises to six to ten rented kilns in use per year, before dropping to four to five kilns
around 1800. When managed in-house this rose again to nine in 1807, but by the time
they were rented again in l8l8 it had dropped to one. When the percentages of kilns
elsewhere are accounted for (earlier lSth century 

-25%; 
later lSth century - 50"h),the

number of kilns in use per year throughout the life of the main Peak Forest complex is
likely to have been similar throughout the time it was in use. Thus, it seems likely that in
any given year here, there were only three to four kilns in use (based on three quarters of
the average of4.5 kilns per year for 1707-1750, and one halfofthe average of3.5 kilns
per year for 1751-1800). This figure matches the three to five discrete quarrying areas in
use at any one time identified within the complex for both the earlier and later periods of
quarrying. From this it also seems likely that the average period over which each kiln
was used before being replaced was three to four years.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS ON EARLY SEASONAL LIMEBURNING AND
NINETEENTH CENTURY INDUSTRIALISATION IN THE NORTH-WEST

PEAK

The limekiln complex of traditional earthen sale-kilns at Peak Forest was probably used

seasonally throughout its life, from the mid-late lTth century to the early l9th century.
This was certainly still the case at similar kilns at Grin Hill in the first half of the l9th
century. Despite the introduction of banks of vertical masonry kilns into the region in
the second halfofthe 1Sth century, the use ofthe traditional earthen sale-kilns continued
well into 19th. While the last traditional kiln at Peak Forest closed in 1823 (or possibly

slightly earlier), those at Linacre and Higher Bibbington were active in 1840, and at Grin
Hill they were not superseded until 1858, although in this case their life may have been

artificially prolonged. From l8l8 to 1856 the Chatsworth Estate had rented out three to
four kilns annually at Grin Hill. From 1827 onwards all were rented to Thomas
Boothmanandlaterhisson(Leach l996a,ll3-ll5).AreportfortheEstatebyStephen
Eddy, written in 1852, concluded that Boothman was under-utilising the Grin Hill kilns
and only rented them to prevent someone else using them to compete with his Buxworth
limeburning business. Thus, no serious investment was made to modernise Grin Hill
until after John William Boothman, the son, retired in 1857.

The change from traditional earthen sale-kilns to banks of vertical masonry kilns is far
more than just a move to a more productive form of limeburning. The type of quarry
changed from comprising shallow pits over a wide area to deep quarries in one place.

The kilns become permanent fixtures rather than moving with the quarries. More
importantly there was a necessary concerted investment in one site. Vertical masonry
kilns are expensive to build and deep quarrying is more difficult than working exclusively
in fractured stone. In addition, other substantive buildings were often also provided to
prevent lime being spoilt in wet weather. While all these factors are important, the
adoption of vertical masonry kilns also represents something more radical - a change

from a seasonal proto-industry tradition to a fully industrial approach to working lime
and the mindset that went with this. It is suggested here that a transitional period,

starting in 1767 at Peak Forest, when full-time but seasonal limeworkers took over the
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kilns, still lay more within the old tradition than the new industrial way of thinking which
was not adopted until the l9th century.

The change away from a seasonal proto-industry tradition came particularly late for
limeburning in the Peak District, for the old ways continued to work well because of the
availability of cheap local coal and the topography of the area. Here good (high-priced)
arable land is not common while, in contrast, there are extensive poor quality sheep

grazing areas which could be quarried without large loss of agricultural income. High
upland rainfall, particularly in the winter half of the year, also meant that the potentially
high cost of providing good shelter, necessary on site to stop much lime being spoilt in
wet weather, could best be avoided if seasonal practices were maintained. Working
practices and kiln design were also inextricably tied to the seasonality of the trade. Thus,
the structure of the traditional workforce, who presumably had alternate winter incomes,
worked against introduction of radical change.

These'difficulties'have interesting parallels in Peak District lead mining, where strong
traditional laws and mining practices commonly inhibited lSth and l9th century
industrialised mines from exploiting large setts (Ford and Rieuwerts 2000), as happened
in the Northern Pennines and Cornwall for example. Conversely, in the Peak the
traditional small-scale exploitation by miner/farmers was allowed to continue into the
l9th century.

By 1800 the old earthen sale-kilns were becoming an anachronism in an industrial age,
but despite this some were still sufficiently economically viable for their use to linger-on
for several decades.

APPENDIX I: THE PEAK FOREST KILNS: THEIR CHARACTER AND
DATING EVIDENCE

Key

A: Kiln number (possible kilns denoted by ?)

B: Mound Size L: Large
M: Medium (used only for borderline cases)

S: Small
? Possible kiln

C: Access Track Y: Yes

N: No
D: Other Features F: Fully sunken kiln pot

D: Double kiln pot
N Kiln pot cut into natural rock
B: Barrow run or tramway ramp to kiln top
T: Tramway beds or barrow runs in quarry
S: Sloping-topped waste heap
A Ash-house
K: Kiln buried or destroyed
W: Waste heap not present or destroyed
X: Waste heap present but badly damaged or buried

Q: Quarry backfilled
E: Direct Chronological Relationship - Earlier Than (kiln numbers listed)
F: Direct Chronological Relationship - Later Than (kiln numbers listed)
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G: Dating Evidence

207

Pre- I 75 I - overlain or cut by I 75 I road
Post- I 75 I - trackway leads to 1 75 I road or quarry respects road
Post- I 75 1 - later in sequence than sites in B
Pre-1772, waste heap overlain by or respects a wall present by 1772

Possibly pre-1772, but equally likely that the wall here was temporarily
removed at a later date for quarrying
Post-1772 - wall present in 1772 but later removed for quarrying and
not replaced
Post-l772 - wall present in 1772 but temporarily removed on 1807 for
quarrying and sometimes later rebuilt
Pre- I 807 - earlier in sequence than 1 807 map
Pre-1807 - crossed by field boundary on 1807 map or quarry shown
on 1807 map
Pre-1807 - crossed by field boundary on 1807 map which had been

addedafter 1772
Pre- I 807 - wall built by I 807 after quarrying had ceased (which started
after 1772)
1807 - on 1807 map as in use

Post-l807-cuts boundary added between 1807 and 1853.

Post-l807 - later in sequence than 1807 map
Pre- I 840 - overlain or cut by road diversion created by 1 840

Pre 1840 - in wood present in 1840

Pre I 853 - overlain by boundary added by I 853

A:
B:

C:
D:
E:

F:

G:

H:
I:

J:

K:

L:
M:
N:
P:

Q:
R:
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North-West
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APPENDIX 2: NOTES ON CHRONOLOGICAL INDICATORS AT THE PEAK
FOREST KILNS PROVIDED BY STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS WITH

DATED ROADS AND FIELD BOUNDARIES
The Turnpike Road

The original turnpike line, built in l75l or shortly afterwards, possibly cuts features
associated with kilns 12, 14, l9 and 23 to the north-west. In contrast, quarries, kiln-
mounds, waste heaps or their access tracks respect the road at kilns 63-4, 88-9 104-6,
130, 132, 134-1 and possibly 62, 65-7, 7 9, 87, 91, 96, 122, l3l, 133.

One of the most difficult groups of relationships to unravel is those at quarries and
kilns adjacent to the road to the east. Kiln 83 has three small quarry pits close-by to
north and north-west, but it is possible that further quarries have been backfilled when
the road was builq a quarry on the other side of the road is at least in part a later road
building or parish quarry. More problematic are kilns 94 and 98-99. While there are two
quarries immediately on the opposite side of the road, one may be a road quarry, while
the other may be one of two for kiln l25.It is difficult to determine if alternatively these
kilns had quarries on the same side of the road as the kilns because of the closely
overlapping features here. While a quarry certainly exists for kiln 99, it appears rather
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small. Either kiln 98 shared the same area of quarries as kiln 96, or the former has no
clearly recognisable quarry.

Turning now to kilns on the other side of the road, the waste heap of kiln 124 with a

flat side against the wall looks superficially as if the roadside wall truncates it. However,
this relationship is probably illusory, with the wall either having been built at a later date
than the road, or the waste heap never having spread beyond the wall because it was

already here. Similarly, the possibility that the quarries of kilns 123, 125 and 128 may be

clipped by the road cannot be discounted. The last two kilns also have badly damaged

waste heaps. However, in all cases the evidence can be explained alternatively.

The1772 Estate Map

This map, which only covers the southern half of the complex and does not show kilns,
has boundaries shown which predate kilns 56, 60, 64-5,67 -8,122,130-l and 133-7 .

The 1807 Estate Map

This map has boundaries which post-date kilns 19,23,27,56,60, 67-8,74,87, 103,

123-5, 127 and possibly 35. Of these, the kilns at 56, 60 and 67-8 post-date 1772. The
kiln at 106 is later than a wall shown in 1807. In other cases the depiction of particular
walls and not others on the 1807 map indicates that the physical relationship with the

kilns should be treated with caution, for pre-existing walls were removed by quarrying
but later replaced. A further potential factor which is unreliable is the lack of gates

through walls where access trackways cross. This should not be taken to imply that the

walls were built after the trackways fell out of use; walls are commonly repaired
periodically and redundant features such as gateways are often not retained.

The 1807 map also shows that kilns 88, 130, l3l, 134, 136 and another at what was

probably 133 were active. The depicted access track to kiln 88 is still clearly traceable on
the ground, while that to the other five kilns is part traceable to the west and south.
However, the eastern return across flat farmland has been ploughed away. To the south
the track has been quarried away or overlain by later limeburning activity at kilns 134,

137 and possibly 136. The quarry for kiln 138 did not exist in 1807 and is clearly later in
date. This may also be the case for kilns 89, 105 and 106.
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